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 Test 1 

Unit 1 (Beginner) 
 

Choose the correct answer 

I. Vocabulary  

 
1- If you want to know the meaning of a word, use a __________. 

a- camera                        

b- dictionary                         

c- phone                         

d- bus  

2- There is a very nice film on the __________ tonight.  

a- phone                          

b- book                                  

c- television                  

d- car 

3- We use a __________to take photos.  

a- camera                        

b- sandwich                         

c- burger                        

d- house  

4- My father drives his __________to work.  

a- bike                             

b- car                                    

c- foot                             

d- book  

5- We go to the library to read __________ 

a- books                          

b- classes                             

c- bags                         
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d- computers  

6- I have a cheese __________ in the morning.  

a- sandwich                    

b- bags                               

c- houses                         

d- cars  

7- We live in a __________ near the sea.  

a- bus                           

b- car                                    

c- house                         

d- phone 

8- The ___________ is ringing.  

a- bag                              

b- phone                            

c- window                      

d- room  

9- I go to school by __________. 

a- foot                              

b- door                             

c- class                            

d- bus  

10- I like playing games on my __________. 

a- bag                             

b- computer                   

c- room                            

d- car  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

II. Grammar 

  
1- __________a ball.  
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a- It                          

b- Its                                  

c- It's                          

d- It be  

2- What __________this in English?  

a- his                      

b- are                                  

c- 's                               

d- be  

3- I have three __________in my bag.  

a- book                  

b- books                             

c- a book                      

d- the book  

4- How __________you?  

a- is                        

b- am                                  

c- are                            

d- be  

5- This __________Peter.  

a- are                       

b- is                                

c- am                           

d- be  

6- My __________ Sarah.  

a- name                     

b- names                       

c- name's                      

d- is name  
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7- I am Hala. This is __________house.  

a- his                       

b- your                            

c- my                           

d- her  

8- You are Kholoud. This is __________classroom.  

a- his                       

b- your                            

c- my                           

d- her  

9- I __________ a student.  

a- am                      

b- is                                 

c- are                           

d- be  

10- __________ is John. He is in my class. 

a- It's                      

b- This                            

c- His                           

d- I 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 Test 2 

Unit 2 (Beginner) 
 

Choose the correct answer 

I. Vocabulary  

  
1- The weather is __________ today. It's very cold and I hate it.  

a- beautiful                         

b- good                                
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c- awful                         

d- fantastic  

2- This building is __________ I like it very much.  

a- bad                                 

b- fantastic                            

c- awful                         

d- not good 

3- What a nice looking girl! She is really __________. 

a- not  

b- beautiful                          

c- awful                         

d- bad  

4- __________ at that car. It's really fantastic.  

a- Drive                             

b- Look                                

c- Watch                        

d- See 

5- It is wet today. It's really __________ I can't go out.  

a- awful                             

b- good                                 

c- fantastic                     

d- not bad  

6- My mother usually cooks __________ for dinner.  

a- burgers                        

b- juice                                   

c- tea                             

d- coffee 

7- The room is __________. It's very hot and dirty.  

a- beautiful                     

b- awful                                  
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c- fantastic                       

d- good  

8- I like your dress. It's really __________. 

a- bad                            

b- good                                   

c- dirty                      

d- awful  

9- I can't eat this sandwich. It is __________ 

a- good                         

b- beautiful                            

c- awful                             

d- fantastic 

10- The water tower in Riyadh is __________. It's a nice building.  

a- bad                        

b- awful                                  

c- fantastic                         

d- not good 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

II. Grammar  

 
1- Where __________ he from?  

a- 's                           

b- his                                 

c- are                           

d- be  

2- __________ name is Dina. I'm from Saudi Arabia.  

a- His                        

b- I                       

c- My                      

d- I'm 
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3- __________ name is Mona. She's from Jordan.  

a- My                       

b- Her                    

c- Their                 

d- His  

4- __________ name is Ali. He's from Oman.  

a- My                       

b- Her                      

c- He's                 

d- His 

5- Is __________ name Hala? Are you from Qatar?  

a- you're                 

b- your                    

c- his                    

d- her  

6- When __________ usually at home?  

a- you                       

b- are you                      

c- your                     

d- you are  

7- Where __________ from?  

a- you                       

b- are you                      

c- your                     

d- you are  

8- How __________? 

a- you                      

b- are you                       

c- your                      

d- you are 
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9- Marwan is 13 years old. __________ is a student.  

a- She                       

b- He                              

c- I                             

d- We  

10- Heba and Jill are my friends. __________ are very nice.  

a- He                       

b- She                             

c- They                     

d- You   

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Test 3 

Unit 3 (Beginner) 
Choose the correct answer 

I. Vocabulary 

 
1- He's a __________ He has a lot of students in the classroom.  

a- businessman                      

b- teacher                             

c- nurse                        

d- police officer 

2- Maha is 11 years old. She is a __________ at school.  

a- teacher                                    

b- builder                              

c- student                   

d- doctor  

3- A __________ works in a hospital.  

1. builder                                   

2. bus driver                          

3. shop assistant           

4. doctor  
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4- A __________ helps doctors.  

a- builder                                

b- nurse                                  

c- teacher                      

d- bus driver 

5- Ahlam: What's her __________? 

    Amal: She's a teacher.  

a- name                                      

b- father                                

c- mother                       

d- job  

6- Ahmed is a __________ officer.  

a- teacher                                  

b- police                                

c- doctor                        

d- nurse 

7- A __________ teaches students at school.  

a- teacher                                  

b- doctor                               

c- nurse                          

d- student  

8- A bus __________ drives a bus.  

a- businessman                         

b- teacher                             

c- police officer              

d- driver  

9- __________ build houses.  

a- Nurses                                    

b- Doctors                          

c- Teachers                     

d- Builders 
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10- He works in a shop. He is a __________. 

a- teacher                                 

b- shop assistant                   

c- teacher                      

d- driver  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

II. Grammar 

 

1- Where __________ from?  

a- she                   

b- is she                            

c- her                          

d- she is  

2- When __________ at home?  

a- he                    

b- is he                               

c- his                           

d- he is  

3- Where __________ from?  

a- they                

b- are they                         

c- their                     

d- they are  

4- Where __________ from?  

a- Mona              

b- is Mona                         

c- she's                     

d- Mona is  

 

5- When __________ usually in the classroom?  

a- you                
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b- are you                          

c- your                     

d- you are 

6- Farah is a doctor. She __________ a student.  

a- don't                          

b- not                         

c- aren't                     

d- isn't  

7- Ali is a teacher. He __________ a doctor.  

a- not                            

b- aren't                    

c- am not                    

d- isn't  

8- Lamia is a nurse. She __________ a teacher.  

a- not                         

b- aren't                         

c- am not                   

d- isn't  

9- Ahmed and Ali __________ police officers. They are businessmen.  

a- aren't                        

b- isn't                               

c- not                          

d- be not  

10- __________ name is Mona.  

a- Her is                        

b- Hers                              

c- She's                      

d- Her  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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III. Everyday English  
1- Faisal: __________ 

   Majed: That's OK.  

a- Thank you.  

b- I'm sorry.  

c- How are you? 

d- Where are you from?  

2- Tourist: Excuse me! __________ 

     Man: It's over there.  

a- What's your name?  

b- How are you?  

c- Where is the station?  

d- Where are you from?  

3- Ali: A coffee, please.  

    Waiter: __________ 

a- I don't know.  

b- That's £ 1.20.  

c- Come now. 

d- Thank you.  

4- Karima: Have a nice holiday. 

     Huda: __________ 

a- Thank you.   

b- I'm sorry. 

c- Good morning 

d- Where's the town center? 

5- Heba: How are you?  

     Sarah: __________ 

a- I'm sorry.  

b- Fine. And you? 

c- That's OK 

d- Thank you.  
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------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

 Test 4 

Unit 4 (Beginner) 
 

Choose the correct answer 

II. Vocabulary   
 

1- I have three__________. They are Sara, Amal, and Nora.   

a- fathers  

b- brothers                             

c- sisters                 

d- grandfathers 

2- My __________took me to school when I was six. 

a- children                  

b- wife                                    

c- son                          

d- parents 

3- Ghada is my __________. 

a- father                    

b- son                                    

c- daughter                 

d- brother 

4- Fatima helps her __________ with his homework. 

a- parents                 

b- son                                     

c- sister                        

d- mother 

5- The little __________are playing in the garden with their parents. 

a- mothers            

b- fathers                                
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c- children                     

d- wives 

6- My __________is a doctor. He works in a hospital.  

a- father                

b- mother                               

c- daughter                   

d- sister 

7- Hana is married to Jamal. Jamal is her __________.  

a- mother              

b- daughter                           

c- husband                    

d- sister 

8- Mohammad's __________is Manal. She is a teacher. 

a- son                    

b- wife                                   

c- father                         

d- husband 

9- My father brought a new game for my __________ Majed. He is five years 

old.  

a- husband            

b- wife                                 

c- daughter                     

d- brother 

10- I love my __________. She is very caring and loving. 

a- father                

b- mother                           

c- husband                      

d- brother 

11- My brother Omar is married to Sally. Sally is his               . 

a- daughter           
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b- wife                               

c- mother                          

d- son 

12- I have two                   . They are seven and five. 

a- husbands          

b- children                         

c- child                             

d- mothers 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

II. Grammar 

 
1- Faisal __________married. 

a- is                       

b- are                                  

c- does                           

d- do  

2- __________children are Rasha and Talal. 

a- She                  

b- They                                 

c- Our                            

d- Him  

3- __________brother is a doctor. 

a- Adel's               

b- Adel is                             

c- Adel                          

d- Adels  

4- My __________is a nurse. Her name is Mona.  

a- brother             

b- uncle                               

c- mother                     

d- father 
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5- Rana __________tall. 

a- aren't               

b- isn't                                  

c- doesn't                     

d- didn't  

6- I would like some __________. 

a- sandwich           

b- sandwiches                    

c- a sandwich              

d- the sandwich 

7- Sara has one__________. 

a- child                  

b- a child                           

c- children                    

d- the child  

8- What's __________address?  

a- your                  

b- yours                             

c- you're                      

d- you 

9- Ali __________black hair. 

a- have                  

b- has                                    

c- is                            

d- does 

10.    That __________is talking to our teacher. He is her husband. 

a- men                

b- man                                  

c- women                    

d- students  
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------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

III: Everyday English 

 
1- A: How is your son? 

    B: __________. 

a- He is very well, thank you 

b- Good Bye 

c- He is a doctor 

d- On the left 

2- A: What's your father's job? 

    B: __________.  

a- He is fine, thank you 

b- It is in the center of town 

c- He is an engineer 

d- He is 34 years old 

3- A: Who is Tariq?  

    B: __________. 

a- He is happy 

b- He is tall 

c- He is in the bank 

d- He is a student from Egypt 

4- A: How old is Abdullah? 

    B: __________. 

a- He is in Jeddah 

b- He is fifteen years old 

c- He is sick 

d- He is reading a book 

5- A: Where is your office? 

    B: _________________ 

a- It is in the center of town  

b- Our office is beautiful 

c- They are fine 
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d- Thank you 

 

6- A: Good morning. Can I talk to Mr. John, please? 

     B: _____________________ 

a- Hello. That’s me. 

b- I’m here. 

c- Hello. John speaking. 

d- Hi, he is Mr. John. 

7-A:______________________ 

    B: It’s A-L-V-A-R-E-Z  

a- What’s your name? 

b- How do you tell your surname? 

c- How do you spell your surname? 

d- How do you do your surname? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

 Test 5 

Unit 5 (Beginner) 
 

 

I. Reading: Read the following passage then answer the questions below  
 

Colin Brodie 

             Colin Brodie comes from Dundee in Scotland, but now he lives and 

works in London. He has a very small flat near the centre. He lives with two 

friends. Colin is a waiter and he is also a student. He works part-time in an 

Italian restaurant. He eats Italian food and he drinks Italian coffee after 

dinner. Colin speaks two languages- Spanish and French, but he doesn't speak 

Italian. He doesn't play sports. He wants to be an engineer.  

 

Choose the correct answer  
 

1- Colin Brodie is from __________. 
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a- Rome in Italy           

b- Dundee in Scotland              

c- Madrid in Spain       

d- Kuwait 

2- He lives in __________. 

a- Scotland                      

b- Dundee                            

c- London                    

d- Oman 

3- How many languages does Colin speak?   

a- Two                              

b- One                                   

c- Four                       

d- Six 

4- Which sentence is TRUE? 

a- He is an engineer.    

b- He is a waiter and a student.      

c- He is a doctor.     

d- He doesn't work 

 

5- Which Sentence is NOT TRUE? 

a- Colin lives with his family.                        

b- Colin lives with his friends.    

c- Colin is Scottish.                                      

d- Colin is a student.               

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

II. Vocabulary  
 

1- The __________ people are very friendly.  

a- Japan                            
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b- Japanese                            

c- America  

d- China 

2- What language do they speak in Mexico?  

a- Spanish                         

b- Mexico                               

c- Portugal  

d- Arabic 

3- He is __________. 

a- Turkey                          

b- Turkish                                

c- Saudi Arabia 

d- Egypt 

4- __________ is a country in Europe.  

a- Germany                       

b- German                              

c- Italian  

d- American 

5- It's an __________ dictionary.  

a- Italy                               

b- English                               

c- China  

d- Saudi Arabia 

6- People who live in France are __________. 

a- France                          

b- Russia                                 

c- French  

d- England 

7- Do you like __________ tea?    

a- Moroccan                      
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b- Syria                                  

c- England  

d- Russia 

8- Those people have Thobes and Ghoutras. I think they are from ________. 

a- Japan                            

b- Saudi Arabia                    

c- Canada  

d- The U.S.A. 

9- People in the United States of America speak __________. 

a- German                         

b- English                             

c- American 

d- Arabic  

10- People in Oman speak __________. 

a- Arabia                         

b- Arabic                             

c- Arab  

d- Arabian 

11- My friend is from Mexico. She speaks                        . 

a- Arabic                                 

b- Japanese                       

c- French                              

d- Spanish 

12- I don’t like                      food. 

a- Italian                                 

b- Italy                               

c- France                             

d- Brazil  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

III. Grammar  
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 1- Heba and Dalia __________ coffee.  

 

a- doesn't like                         

b- don't like                    

c- aren't like  

d- not like 

2- What __________ at weekends?  

a- are they do                          

b- do they do                  

c- does they do 

d- they do  

3- It's __________. 

a- an Italian handbag               

b- a handbag Italian        

c- a Italian handbag 

d- handbag an Italian 

4- Students usually __________ before exams.  

a- studies                               

b- studying                              

c- study  

d- studys 

5- These __________ good books.  

a- is                                        

b- do                                        

c- are 

d- does  

6- I like wearing __________. 

a- blue jeans                            

b- a blue jeans                        

c- an blue jeans  
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d- blue a jeans 

7- What kind of food is it?  

a- It's Russian food.                  

b- It's food Russian.                

c- It's a Russian food. 

d- It’s food a Russian.   

8- I have __________ apple and __________ banana.  

a- a / an                                      

b- an / an                               

c- an / a  

d- a / a 

9- When __________ to school?  

a- does your friends comes         

b- does your friend come       

c- do your friend comes 

d- do your friends come        

10- I don't __________ tea.  

a- drinks                                    

b- drink                                  

c- drinking 

d- to drink 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

IV. Everyday English  

1- A: How much is the burger?  £ 2.90 

    B: __________________ 

a- It’s two ninety pounds 

b- It’s ninety two pounds 

c- It’s two pounds ninety 

d- It’s twenty nine pounds 
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2- A: How old is your father? 

     B: ___________________ 

a- He’s twelve 

b- He’s Saudi 

c- He’s fifty years old 

d- He’s very happy 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

 Test 6 

Unit 6 (Beginner) 
 

Choose the correct answer 

I. Vocabulary 

  
1- Hammed has to get up __________ because his work starts at 8:00 in the 

morning.  

a- early                               

b- late                             

c- hard  

d- just 

2- Heba sometimes __________ TV in the evening.  

a- plays                              

b- does                            

c- watches  

d- reads 

3- Mother always __________ lunch for the family.  

a- goes                               

b- cooks                             

c- works  

d- plays 

4- Ahmed usually has a __________ before he goes to work in the morning.  
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a- shower                            

b- bathroom                     

c- water 

d- TV 

5- My father often __________ the news on the radio before he goes to 

work. 

a- watches                            

b- listens to                        

c- goes  

d- plays 

6- I usually __________ shopping at weekends.  

a- make                                    

b- go                                   

c- have  

d- play 

7- Hind always plays __________ with her friend.  

a- shower                            

b- chess                               

c- home  

d- TV 

8- I always __________ coffee in my office at 1:00.  

a- go                         

b- drink                      

c- work   

d- play 

9- When Gina feels tired, she usually __________ at home.  

a- goes                              

b- has                                   

c- stays 

d- makes 
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10- English people usually __________ tea at 5 o'clock.  

a- eat                               

b- drink                                   

c- do 

d- play 

11- My mother always goes                   at the weekends. 

a- shop 

b- shopping 

c- college 

d- bed 

12- I usually get up                           I never get up late. 

a- morning 

b- early 

c- evening 

d- hard 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

II Grammar 

 
1- Where __________ at 7 everyday?  

a- do he usually go                   

b- does he usually go                  

c- he go  

d- goes he 

2- What time __________? 

a- it is                                        

b- it does                                     

c- is it  

d- it does 

3- He__________ work at 8 o'clock.  

a- always finishes                       

b- finishes always                           
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c- finish always 

d- always finish  

4- He __________ plays football because he doesn't like it.  

a- always                                    

b- never                                       

c- usually  

d- often 

5- Sarah __________ her grandmother at weekends.  

a- visiting                                 

b- visit                                           

c- visits  

d- is visit 

6- Fathers and mothers __________ their children to the mall on holidays.  

a- takes often                           

b- often take                                

c- take often  

d- often takes 

7- A: Do you watch basketball games on TV?  

     B: No, I __________. 

a- don’t                                     

b- do                                            

c- doesn’t 

d- am not 

8- When __________ return home?  

a- they usually                           

b- does they usually                    

c- do they usually  

d- they do usaually 

9- Samia __________ her homework, so the teacher is always angry with her.  

a- don't do                                
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b- doesn't do                               

c- isn't do  

d- aren’t do 

10- __________ Marwan work in a company?  

a- Do                                        

b- Is                                               

c- Does      

d- Are         

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

III. Everyday English 

  
1- Ahmed: __________ 

     Ali: Tuesday 

a- Where do you go on holidays? 

b- Why do you come early? 

c- What day is it today? 

d- Is it 6 o'clock? 

2- Mrs. Nabila: __________ 

     Student: D-I-C-T-I-O-N-A-R-Y 

a- What's your name? 

b- How do you spell "dictionary"? 

c- Is it yours? 

d- Are you happy? 

3- Jill: How are you today? 

     Mary: __________ 

a- Fine. And you? 

b- I'm a student. 

c- It's Monday. 

d- I come in the morning.  

4- Maha: __________ 

     Mona: Yes, I do.  
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a- How are you? 

b- Do you have coffee in the morning? 

c- Are you reading? 

d- When are you going to school? 

5- Nahla: How often do you eat in restaurants? 

    Dina: __________ 

a- I'm sorry. 

b- Thank you. 

c- Every weekend. 

d- Fine. And you? 

6- A: ______________ 

    B: Every weekend 

a- How often do you visit your grandparents? 

b- What day is it today? 

c- What days don’t you like? 

d- Where do you go on Saturday evening? 

7- A: When do you usually go swimming? 

    B: _______________ 

a- I stay at home. 

b- On Thursday afternoon. 

c- I play tennis. 

d- It’s seven o’clock. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 Test 7 

Unit 7 (Beginner) 
 

Choose the correct answer 

I. Vocabulary  
 

1- I bought __________ watch. It cost £1500.   

a- a cheap   
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b- an expensive                   

c- a hot                            

d- a cold 

2-The weather is not good. It is too __________. 

a- hot                                  

b- new                                  

c- big                               

d- black 

3- Rome has __________ buildings. They were built over 500 years ago. 

a- new                                 

b- old                                   

c- right                            

d- wrong 

4- (2 + 2 = 4) This is __________. 

a- expensive                       

b- new                                 

c- right                             

d- wrong 

5- Sara lives in a __________ house. It has 16 rooms, 6 bathrooms, and 2 

large swimming pools. 

a- small                              

b- white                               

c- hot                                 

d- big 

6- Manar has __________ bag. She bought it on sale for only £ 10. 

a- a cheap                         

b- an expensive                   

c- a cold                             

d- a right 

7- I can't drink this coffee. It is very__________. 
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a- new                              

b- cold                                 

c- wrong                             

d- big 

8- You are __________ .25 is not 15. It is 10. 

a- hot                               

b- right                                 

c- new                                 

d- wrong 

9- My grandfather is 50 years old, but he doesn't have __________ hair.  

a- cold                              

b- hot                                   

c- white                             

d- small 

10- My sister has beautiful __________ hair.  

a- old                               

b- black                                 

c- big                                

d- cheap 

11- Peter’s computer is very                      . 

a- cold  

b- expensive 

c- friendly 

d- happy 

12- I hate Indian food. It’s                           . 

a- lovely  

b- old 

c- horrible 

d- wrong 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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II. Grammar 
 

1- Where __________ she live? 

a- is              

b- are                                          

c- does                             

d- do  

2- How many languages __________ you speak? 

a- is                          

b- are                                              

c- does                            

d- do  

3- I don't__________ milk. 

a- drank                  

b- drunk                                          

c- drinks                          

d- drink 

4- These __________ my cats.   

a- are                      

b- is                                                  

c- do                             

d- does 

5- I love __________ apple in my plate. It is delicious.  

a- these                  

b- this                                      

c- that                              

d- those 

6- __________ live in Canada. 

a- She                     

b- Ahmed                                           

c- I                                
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d- Sara 

7- __________ do you do in your free time?  

a- Why                 

b- What                                              

c- When                        

d- Where    

8- A: __________ do you want to learn English? 

    B: Because it is an international language.  

a- When                

b- Why                                            

c- Where                          

d- How  

9- "Look over there! __________ house is beautiful." 

a- That                  

b- This                                               

c- These                            

d- Those 

10- __________ money do you have? 

a- How many        

b- How big                                       

c- How much                    

d- How long 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

III. Everyday English  
 

1- A: Can I have a cup of coffee, please? 

    B: __________ 

a- Sure, with milk? 

b- No, thank you. 

c- I would like some tea. 

d- Yes, I am fine thank you. 
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2- A: Can you bring me a glass of orange juice? 

    B: __________ 

a- I would like some. 

b- Here you are. 

c- No, thank you. 

d- Yes, I like cookies.  

3- A: What do you have for breakfast?  

    B: __________ 

a- Toast and coffee. 

b- Three.  

c- Not at all. 

d- No, thank you. 

4- A: Where does your father work? 

    B: __________ 

a- He is in Jeddah. 

b- By bus. 

c- In a bank. 

d- He starts at 8 o' clock. 

5- A: How much is this T-shirt? 

    B: __________ 

a- At eight o' clock. 

b- Give me three. 

c- I need size 6. 

d- £40. 

6- A: Can I have a coffee with milk, please? 

    B:                                               . 

a- No, thank you 

b- Yes, please 

c- Sure, anything to eat? 

d- How much is it? 
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7- A:                                                .  

     B: Of course. The changing rooms are just here. 

a- Can I try on this jacket, please? 

b- Put your card in the machine. 

c- How can I help you? 

d- Can I have three of these, please? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 Test 8 

Unit 8 (Beginner) 
 

 

I. Reading:  Read the following passage then answer the questions below  

 

Vancouver is in south west Canada, next to the Pacific Ocean, 24 miles from 

the USA borders. 

It is always a good time to visit Vancouver. The weather is never too cold or 

too hot. It is warm and sunny in summer, but it rains a lot in autumn and winter. 

 

In spring, go swimming, sailing or fishing, or go walking in north America’s 

biggest park, Stanley Park. Three are excellent shops in Yale town, and there 

is also theatre of every sort. Vancouver is “the city of festivals”.  

 

Vancouver is a cosmopolitan city so there are French, Italian, Japanese, 

Indian, Thai, and Chinese restaurants. Vancouver’s Chinatown is the second 

biggest in North America, after San Francisco. There is also a lot of delicious, 

fresh seafood. 

 

In the busy city centre there are some excellent, expensive hotels. The 

beautiful Fairmont hotel is 400 $ a night, but next to the sea there are a lot 

of cheap, comfortable hotels from $59 a night. 

You don’t need a car in Vancouver. There are slow, old trolley buses and there 

is the fast, modern sky train. Take the ferry – it is a great way to see the city. 
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Choose the correct answer 

 

1- Vancouver is a city in __________.  

a- The United States.                 

b- Mexico                      

c- Canada           

d- The south west. 

2- The weather in Vancouver is warm and sunny in __________.      

a- spring                                   

b- summer                    

c- winter             

d- autumn 

3-__________ is America’s biggest park. 

a- Stanley park                         

b- Yale town                   

c- Theatre          

d- America’s park 

4- In Vancouver, there are different types of restaurants, __________. 

a- Spanish, American and English 

b- Mexican, English and Spanish 

c- French, Italian, Japanese, Indian, Thai, and Chinese 

d- French restaurants and Japanese restaurants. 

5- Which statement is TRUE?  

a- The first biggest Chinatown in North America is in California. 

b- The first Chinatown in the world is in Canada. 

c- The first biggest Chinatown in North America is in Vancouver. 

d- The first biggest Chinatown in North America is in San Francisco. 

6- Which statement is NOT TRUE? 

a- In Vancouver, there are old trolley buses. 

b- In Vancouver people can use fast and modern sky trains. 

c- In Vancouver people don’t need a car to move in the city. 
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d- In Vancouver the ferry is not a good way to see the city. 

7- A night in Fairmont hotel costs __________. 

a- $400                       

b- $1400                

c- $40                         

d- 59 

8- The word cosmopolitan in the text means: "From                         . 

a- the same country. 

b- different nationalities. 

c- two countries. 

d- North America 

9- __________ is a good way to see the city of Vancouver. 

a- The plane            

b- The train                

c- The ferry                    

d- The ship 

10- The word "it" in the last line of the passage refers to: 

a- Vancouver              

b- the Sky train                     

c- the bus                           

d- the ferry. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

II. Vocabulary:   
 

1- In the __________ people can sit together and watch TV. 

a- living room           

b- dining room               

c- study room                         

d- garage 
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2- In the living room, there are many books on the __________. 

a- shelves                          

b- rug                                

c- lamp                        

d- kitchen 

3.  People have lunch or dinner in the __________ or in the kitchen. 

a- bathroom               

b- dining room                   

c- garage             

d- bedroom  

4. The computer is on the __________.  

a- magazine     

b- picture   

c- table              

d- cat  

5. The __________ and the sofa are in the living room. 

a- fridge   

b- armchair        

c- cooker                            

d- bath 

6. The shower is in the __________. 

a- garden   

b- living room   

c- bathroom                        

d- laptop 

7. In the kitchen, there is a __________, a table and a cooker.  

a- fridge    

b- bed   

c- garden    

d- shower 
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8. My sister reads a lot of __________ in her free time. 

a- shelves   

b- desk    

c- cooker    

d- magazines 

 

9. The __________ player is next to the stereo. 

a- toilet   

b- magazines   

c- DVD              

d- sofa 

10. She has a nice __________ in her bedroom. 

a- books    

b- kitchen   

c- house             

d- lamp 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

III. Grammar  
 

1- There __________ a television in her room. 

a- aren’t     

b- isn’t                             

c- is                          

d- are 

2- They need __________ cheese to prepare a cake 

a- some   

b- not    

c- any    

d- lot of  
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3- A. Would you like to drink __________ tea with me? 

     B- Yes, please. 

a- any                        

b- some                    

c- there                      

d- aren’t 

4-__________ CDs on your bookshelf? 

a- Is there  

b- There are 

c- There is 

d- Are there 

5- Which question is CORRECT? 

a- Are there enough rice for all the family? 

b- There isn’t enough rice in the kitchen? 

c- There enough chocolate for all the children. 

d- Is there enough chocolate for all the children? 

6- In his bedroom, __________ aren’t many books. 

a- That 

b- There 

c- This 

d- than 

7- Are there students in class today? 

a- Yes, there is some 

b- Yes, there aren’t 

c- No, there isn’t. 

d- Yes, there are. 

8- The cat is sleeping __________ the bed not on the bed. 

a- On 

b- Under 

c- Over 

d- in 
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9- Maria always puts her keys__________ her bag. 

a- in  

b- under                              

c- next  

d- near to 

10- Which sentence is correct? 

a- There aren’t any pens in his bag. 

b- There is some pictures on the wall. 

c- There isn’t any sofas in the living room. 

d- There aren’t any milk in the fridge. 

11- Is there a sofa in the living room? 

a- No, there aren’t. 

b- Yes, there are. 

c- Yes, there is. 

d- Yes, there isn’t 

 

12- Are there any pictures on the wall? 

a- No, there isn’t. 

b- No, there aren’t some. 

c- Yes, there are some. 

d- Yes, there is. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

IV. Everyday English  
1- Tourist: How do I get to the bus station?  

     Man: __________ 

a- I'm fine thanks.  

b- Go straight along then turn left. The bus station is on your right.  

c- I'm sorry.  

d- I don't have any work today.  

2- Tourist: Excuse me! __________ 

     Man: Yes, there is. It's over there. 

a- Is there a supermarket near here? 

b- Is it far? 
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c- I don't like going to the park.  

d- Come quickly.  

3- Ahmed: __________ 

     Ali: At the Internet café.  

a- What's your name?  

b- How do you go there?  

c- Where can we meet today? 

d- Why do you go to school? 

4- Sarah: Is the bank far?  

     Noura: __________ 

a- Yes, I do.  

b- About ten minutes' walk.  

c- No, you can't.  

d- It's 9.  

5- Rasha: __________ 

    Marwa: It's next to the bank.  

a- What time is it now? 

b- Where do you live? 

c- Is it a clothes shop? 

d- Where is the post office?  

6- Where is the supermarket, please? 

a- It is in the right next to the museum. 

b- It is under the right next to the museum. 

c- It is at the right next to the museum. 

d- It is on the right next at the museum. 

 

7- Where can I find the library, please? 

a- Go straight on the road. 

b- Go straight at the road. 

c- Go straight in the road. 

d- Go straight out the road. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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 Test 9 

Unit 9 (Beginner) 
 

Choose the correct answer 

I. Vocabulary 

 
1- We __________ lunch at three o’clock. 

a- go     

b- have                    

c- go    

d- has 

2- They __________ their homework before going to bed. 

a- do    

b- have            

c- go              

d- had 

3- Every Thursday, she __________ shopping with her friend. 

a- has    

b- had                            

c- goes   

d- does 

4- We went camping, and we __________ great time there. 

a- have    

b- did    

c- went            

d- had 

5- A- Do you __________ breakfast in the morning? 

    B- Yes, I do. 

a- do                                  

b- did    
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c- have   

d- had 

6- Last week, Asmaa __________ her homework. 

a- didn’t do         

b- didn’t had   

c- didn’t go   

d- didn’t did 

7- Ahmad __________ on holiday last week. 

a- did    

b- had    

c- went    

d- go 

8- When the weather is good, we usually __________ for a walk in the 

mountain. 

a- have     

b- has    

c- go    

d- do 

9. My mother always __________ the housework. 

a- goes    

b- has    

c- do    

d- does 

10- Last year, all the family __________ a good time in Dubai. 

a- go                                     

b- did    

c- went   

d- had 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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II. Grammar  
 

1- Yesterday my brother __________ at home, he was in the cinema. 

a- wasn't                 

b- were                    

c- was                          

d- weren't 

2- When __________ your brother born? 

a- weren’t   

b- was    

c- is    

d- wasn’t 

3- "Was she at work yesterday?" 

a- "Yes, she wasn’t." 

b- "Yes, she is." 

c- "Yes, she did." 

d- "Yes, she was." 

4- Yesterday, they__________ at home. They watched TV. 

a- was    

b- are    

c- were             

d- wasn’t 

5- Her brother __________ an expensive car last week. 

a- buy    

b- buys        

c- is buying             

d- bought 

6- Yesterday, Sarah and her friend __________ shopping together. 

a- go    

b- are going            

c- went                   
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d- goes 

7- The weather yesterday __________ very hot. 

a- is     

b- are    

c- was    

d- were  

8- Which sentence is CORRECT? 

a- They weren’t happy last week. 

b- He isn’t at home last holiday. 

c- They was not there yesterday. 

d- She were in the mall yesterday. 

9- My father __________   home late yesterday. 

a- came            

b- comes                     

c- coming       

d- come      

10- Her mother __________ a very delicious cake last week. 

a- made   

b- makes       

c- make    

d- making 

11- My father                    born in 1942. 

a- is    

b- was                            

c- were                                   

d- am 

12- Yesterday my sister                         a shower before going out. 

a- has               
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b- had                       

c- have                                    

d- haven’t 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

III. Everyday English  

 

1- Dina: __________ 

     Mona: It's on the third of April. 

a- Where did you go there? 

b- When's your date of birth? 

c- Did you do your homework?  

d- 2 o'clock 

2- Sarah: When were you born?  

     Heba: __________ 

a- I was born in 1998.  

b- It was a great day.  

c- I don't like it. 

d- It's time for school.  

3- Maha: My birthday is in September.  

     Jill: __________ 

a- I don't know. 

b- It is there.  

c- So is my mine! 

d- Why do you ask me?  

4- Sarah: __________ 

     Hana: October. 

a- Where did you go yesterday? 

b- What do you usually do at weekends? 

c- In which month were you born? 

d- Is it winter?  
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5- Faten: When were you born?  

    Huda: __________ 

a- On the ninth of August, 1999. 

b- Yesterday. 

c- Next month 

d- Very soon. 

--------------------------------------------------- 
 

 Test 10 

Unit 11 (Beginner) 
 

 

I. Reading: Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

 

          The Internet started in the 1960s. The United States Department of 

Defense started it because they wanted a computer network to help the 

American military. In the 1970s, scientists worked on it and learnt how to send 

messages between computers. Then in the 1980s, telephone companies made it 

possible to communicate on the computer network in many more countries. An 

international computer language was born, and the Net went worldwide.  

     

         You can use the Internet for millions of things. You can "google" for 

information about anything and everything; you can buy and sell clothes and 

cars; you can book a hotel, a holiday, or tickets for the cinema; you can pay 

your bills; you can watch your favourite TV programme; you can play chess with 

a partner in Moscow; you can "chat" to your friends and share photographs on 

Flickr; you can write a blog about your life.  

You can ……………….the list is endless! 

 

Choose the correct answer 

 

1- The United States of Defense started the Internet because they wanted 

__________. 

a- to buy and sell to help the people  
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b- a computer network to help the American military.  

c- a network for games  

2- In the 1980s telephone companies made it possible to __________in many 

more countries.  

a- communicate on the computer network  

b- read books on the network 

c- write emails to people  

3- The Internet began in the__________ 

a- 1980s                             

b- 1970s                              

c- 1960s  

4- You can __________on the Internet.  

a- cook meals                      

b- write books                    

c- buy and sell clothes and cars 

5- Who worked on the Internet in the 1970s?  

a- Scientists                         

b- Doctors                           

c- Teachers 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

II. Vocabulary   
 

1- My grandfather is 85 years old. He is a/an ________ man. 

a- old                       

b- dangerous                        

c- boring 

d- exciting  

2- The red car is cheap, but the white car is __________. 

a- cheap                  

b- expensive                         

c- busy 
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d- tall  

3- London is a __________city.  

a- long                      

b- modern                             

c- tall 

d- delicious                            

4- This book is really __________. I think you should read it.  

a- boring               

b- young                                

c- interesting  

d- tall 

5- Motor racing is a __________sport.  

a- big                    

b- fresh                                  

c- dangerous  

d- cheap 

6- I like eating __________bread.  

a- fast                   

b- fresh                                  

c- busy  

d- old 

7- They don't have time to watch TV. They are always __________. 

a- expensive        

b- busy                                  

c- tall 

d- modern  

8- Mother usually cooks __________meals. 

a- sunny                

b- delicious                            

c- young  
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d- tall 

9- I like jokes. They are very __________. 

a- tall                     

b- expensive                         

c- funny  

d- tall 

10- I like __________movies.  

a- boring           

b- exciting                              

c- wet  

d- tall 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

III. Grammar  
 

1- He __________English.  

a- can speak                        

b- is speak                             

c- do speak  

d- does speaks 

2- He can't run fast. He __________. 

a- runs slow             

b- runs slowly            

c- slowly runs 

d- slowly run 

3- He bought __________. 

a- a car expensive              

b- an expensive car                

c- expensive car 

d- car expensive  

4- Some people __________work for long hours.  
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a- not can                          

b- cannot                              

c- no can  

d- no cannot 

5- Dina can __________stories.  

a- to write                         

b- writing                               

c- write  

d- writes 

6- Amel speaks English __________. 

a- fluently                         

b- dangerously                       

c- highly  

d- very 

7- Hani is very good at playing football. He __________well.  

a- cannot play                  

b- can play                              

c- can no play  

d- no can play 

8- __________you play volley ball? Yes, I can.  

a- Do                                

b- Can                                     

c- Are  

d- Does 

9- Mona Zaki is __________. 

a- a star film                    

b- a film star                            

c- a fast car  

d- a car fast 

10- This car goes very __________. 
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a- fast                            

b- fasting                                   

c- faster 

d- fastest 

11- My brother lives in France. He               speak French very well. He has a 

lot of French friends. 

a- can’t               

b- do             

c- can                        

d- isn't  

12- Tom plays football                        . He always scores goals. 

a- very well           

b- very good         

c- fluently          

d- slowly.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

IIV. Everyday English  
1- Majed: Can you tell me the time, please?  

     Man: __________ 

a- I can't do it.  

b- It's about three thirty.  

c- Thank you.  

d- Yes, please. 

2- Man: Can I have a bottle of water, please?  

    Waiter: __________ 

a- Yes, of course. Here you are. 

b- I want one. 

c- Yes, I do.  
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d- No, I don't.  

3- Ahmed: __________ 

     Ali: Sorry. I can't. I have an exam next Saturday. 

a- How is your school? 

b- Why did you come late? 

c- Can you come to my picnic? 

d- Where did you go last week?  

4- Shop assistant: __________ 

     Young girl: Yes, please. I want to buy this postcard.  

a- Can I help you?  

b- Thank you. And you? 

c- Are you free? 

d- What did you buy?  

5- Hammad: Can I give you a lift?  

    Faisal: __________ 

a- No, I don't.  

b- Oh, yes please! That's so kind of you! 

c- Yes, of course. Here you are.  

d- Yes, I have.  

6- A-                         I’m late. 

    B- it’s ok. 

a- I’m so busy. 

b- I’m so sorry. 

c- Come on. 

d- Are you all right. 

 

7- A-Excuse me! Can you help me? I’m                        . 

    B- Where do you want to go? 

a- happy. 

b- hungry. 

c- lost. 

d- funny. 
------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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 Test 11 

Unit 2 (Elementary) 
 

 

I. Reading: Read the following passage then answer the questions below  

 

 Dear Nabil,  

         How are you? I'm fine. Here's an email in English. It's good practice for 

you and me!  

I have classes in English at La Guardia Community College. I'm in a class with 

eight students. They are all from different countries: Japan, Brazil, 

Switzerland, Poland, and Italy. Our teacher's name is Martin. He's very nice. 

He is a very good teacher.  

 

      I live in an apartment with two American boys, Bobby and Matt Kass. They 

are brothers. Bobby's twenty years old. He is a policeman. Matt's eighteen. He 

is a student. They're very friendly, but it's not easy to understand them. They 

speak very fast! 

 

       New York is very busy, very exciting, but very expensive! The subway isn't 

difficult to use and it's cheap. It's very cold now but Central Park is lovely in 

the snow. I'm very happy here.  

 

     Write to me soon, 

Fahad 

 

Choose the correct answer 

 

1- Who wrote the email?  

a- Nabil                 

b- Fahad                 

c- Matt                       

d- Bobby  
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2- What is Fahad? He is  

a- a teacher              

b- a policeman                  

c- a student                  

d- a doctor  

3- Where do the students in the class come from? They come from 

__________. 

a- England and America                           

b- different countries  

c- New York and Central Park                 

d- France and Canada 

4- Martin is __________. 

a- a policeman                   

b- a doctor                        

c- student                    

d- a teacher  

5- Fahad lives with __________. 

a- students from different countries                           

b- two American boys 

c- English students                                                          

d- people from Italy  

6- What are Bobby and Matt like? They are __________. 

a- friendly                     

b- English                              

c- difficult                        

d- very old 

7- How is the weather in New York? It's __________. 

a- too hot                      

b- very cold                           

c- so busy                       

d- rather fine  
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8- The underlined pronoun "He" in paragraph 2 refers to __________. 

a- Matt                          

b- Bobby                        

c- Martin                         

d- Nabil 

9- Which sentence is TRUE?  

a- Bobby is eighteen years old.  

b- Matt is a policeman.  

c- New York is very expensive.  

d- The class of Fahad has ten students.  

10- Which sentence is NOT TRUE?  

a- Matt and Bobby are brothers.  

b- Fahad lives in an apartment.  

c- The subway is very expensive.  

d- Fahad has classes in English.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

II. Vocabulary  
 

1- The sister of my father is my __________. 

a- uncle                     

b- daughter                         

c- aunt                       

d- son  

2- The mother of my father is my __________. 

a- grandmother       

b- grandfather                   

c- sister                      

d- niece  

3- Jamal's married to Sarah. Sarah is Jamal's __________. 

a- sister                    

b- daughter                         
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c- nephew                  

d- wife  

4- Ahmed is Mona's __________. Ahmed and Mona were married three years 

ago.  

a- wife                      

b- uncle                                

c- husband                   

d- father  

5- Fatima is married. She has three __________and three __________She 

takes care of all her children.  

a- sons / daughters                  

b- grandmothers / grandfathers 

c- fathers / mothers                 

d- husbands / wives 

6- In winter it is usually cold, but in summer it's always __________. 

a- cold                                

b- hot                             

c- small                      

d- big 

7- My car is cheap, but your car is __________. 

a- easy                               

b- cheap                        

c- expensive              

d- not expensive  

8- The most famous meal in England is __________. 

a- fish and chips              

b- coffee and tea                 

c- juice and oranges               

d- mineral water  

9- I go to the Italian restaurant to eat __________. 
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a- water                            

b- pizza                                  

c- café                           

d- baker  

10- Mobile phones are __________but the telephone is old.  

a- old                              

b- tall                                       

c- short                       

d- new  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

III. Grammar  
 

1- My __________ name is Arwa.  

a- teacher                  

b- teachers                      

c- teacher's                       

d- teachers'  

2- My grandmother __________ sixty five years old.   

a- has                         

b- is                                    

c- am                                

d- are  

3- The students and the teacher __________ in the classroom.  

a- is                             

b- are                                 

c- am                               

d- be  

4- What __________ your phone number?  

a- 's                            

b- 're                                   

c- 'm                                
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d- be  

5- They __________ students. They are doctors.  

a- aren't                  

b- isn't                                

c- are                              

d- is  

6- Ahmed: Are you a policeman?  

     Saleh: Yes__________. 

a- I am                     

b- you are                         

c- he is                             

d- she is  

7- How old __________ Maha and Mona?  

a- is                          

b- be                                  

c- are                              

d- am  

8- Her __________ car is new.  

a- father                  

b- fathers'                       

c- father's                       

d- fathers  

9- It's the __________ dress.  

a- girl's                    

b- girls                              

c- girls'                           

d- girl 

10- Teacher: __________ from Dubai?  

       Students: No, we are not.  

a- Is he                   
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b- Are they                     

c- Am I                          

d- Are you  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

IV. Everyday English  
 

1- Ali: __________ 

    Waiter: Fifteen riyals.  

a- Where is the supermarket?                                                 

b- How can you go there?  

c- How much is the burger sandwich?                                   

d- Can I help you?  

2- Sameh: __________ 

    Waiter: Here you are. Anything else? 

a- Can you help me, please?                                          

b- Can I have a cup of coffee, please?  

c- What do you want now?                                            

d- How are you?  

3- Waiter: __________ 

     Ahmed: Yeah. Can I have a cup of tea ,please?  

a- Can I help you?                                                          

b- Can I come now?  

c- Where do you sit?                                                     

d- How much is it?  

4- Mohammed: How much is the orange juice?  

     Waiter: __________ 

a- It's ten riyals                                                              

b- You can ask  

c- Sorry we don't have                                                

d- I don't know 

5- Saad: __________ 
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     Waiter: Here you are.  

a- When does the restaurant close, please?                       

b- How can I go to the bank?  

c- Can I have a burger and a cup of coffee, please?           

d- Can she come with me? 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 Test 12 

Unit 3 (Elementary) 
 

 

I. Reading: Read the following passage then answer the questions below  

 

         Seumas MacSporran is a very busy man. He is 60 years old and he has 

twelve jobs. He is a postman, a policeman, a fireman, a taxi driver, a school-bus 

driver, a boatman, an ambulance man, an accountant, a petrol attendant, and an 

undertaker. Also, he and his wife, Margaret, have a shop and a small hotel.  

 

        Seumas lives and works on the island of Gigha in the west of Scotland. 

Only 120 people live on Gigha but in summer 150 tourists come by boat every 

day.  

 

       Every weekday Seumas gets up at 6.00 and makes breakfast for the hotel 

guests. At 8.00 he drives the island's children to school. At 9.30 he collects 

the post from the boat and delivers it to all the houses on the island. He also 

works at the island's only petrol station. Then he helps Margaret in the shop.  

 

       He says: "Margaret likes being busy, too. We never have holidays and we 

don't like watching television. In the evenings, Margaret makes supper and I 

do the accounts. At 10.00 we have a mug of tea and then go to bed. Perhaps 

our life isn't very exciting, but we like it."  

 

Choose the correct answer 

1- How many jobs does Seumas have? He has __________.  

a- ten                         
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b- three                            

c- twelve                            

d- fourteen  

2- What do Seumas and Margaret have? They have __________. 

a- a boat and a bus                       

b- a small shop and a hotel    

c- a taxi and a station                  

d- a big house and a car  

3- When does Seumas get up in the morning? He gets up at __________. 

a- 8.00                        

b- 10.00                         

c- 6.00                            

d- 8.30  

4- What does Seumas do at 9.30? He __________. 

a- collects the post                                  

b- drives children to school 

c- helps his wife                                       

d- plays sports 

5- Where does Seumas work? He works __________. 

a- at the island's bank                                 

b- at the island's petrol station 

c- at the company                                        

d- at the mall 

6- What does Margaret like doing? She likes __________. 

a- being in front of the TV                         

b- being busy   

c- being out with friends                           

d- sleeping and getting up late  

7- What don't Seumas and Margaret like doing? They don't like __________. 

a- eating in restaurants                              
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b- watching TV 

c- listening to the news                              

d- cleaning and washing 

8- The underlined pronoun “it" in paragraph three refers to __________. 

a- the shop                      

b- the hotel                         

c- the post                        

d- the food  

9- Which sentence is TRUE? 

a- Seumas is a young man.  

b- Margaret likes watching TV. 

c- Seumas is sixty years old.  

d- Seumas and Margaret always have holidays.  

10- Which sentence is NOT TRUE? 

a- Seumas is a doctor.  

b- Margaret and Seumas are married.  

c- Margaret and Seumas live on an island.  

d- Seumas does his accounts in the evenings.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

II. Vocabulary  
      

1- A chef __________ in a restaurant.  

a- designs buildings                    

b- collects stamps                       

c- cooks meals       

d- drives cars 

2- A nurse __________ in hospital.  

a- delivers letters                 

b- looks after sick people                   

c- sells things                        

d- flies planes  
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3- My brother is an __________ .He translates languages.  

a- architect                           

b- interpreter                     

c- accountant                     

d- shop assistant 

4- Mark is a __________ .He delivers letters to all houses in the city.  

a- driver                                 

b- fireman                           

c- postman                          

d- nurse  

5- A pilot __________. 

a- writes for newspapers                                    

b- looks after money  

c- cooks in a restaurant                                       

d- flies planes 

6- Fadel: What do you do?  

    Ali: I am __________. I sell things.  

a- an accountant                 

b- a journalist                   

c- shop assistant                     

d- chef 

7- Fahad is a journalist. He __________. 

a- writes for a newspaper                             

b- designs buildings  

c- delivers letters                                            

d- works in hospital 

8- He is a petrol attendant. He __________ petrol.  

a- collects                         

b- serves                         

c- drives                       

d- works  
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9- An accountant __________ money.  

a- designs                          

b- looks after                  

c- sells                          

d- flies  

10- Jack is a good architect. He __________ buildings.  

a- flies                             

b- translates                  

c- helps                          

d- designs   

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

III. Grammar  
 

1- She __________ from Jeddah.  

a- come                            

b- comes                       

c- to come                      

d- coming  

2- Peter __________ a waiter at a restaurant.  

a- works                           

b- is                               

c- does                             

d- be  

3- Dina __________ like skiing in winter.  

a- isn't                              

b- hasn't                       

c- doesn’t                        

d- be not  

4- __________ he a doctor?  

a- Are                               

b- Do                            
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c- Does                             

d- Is  

5- What __________ his address?  

a- is                                   

b- does                        

c- are                               

d- be  

6- __________ Mona live in Jeddah?  

a- Is                                   

b- Does                        

c- Are                              

d- Do  

7- Marwan __________ English and Arabic.  

a- speak                           

b- to speak                    

c- speaks                         

d- speaking  

8- Salem __________ married.  

a- doesn't                      

b- isn't                            

c- not                              

d- no  

9- Where __________ Samira work?  

a- is                                 

b- be                              

c- does                            

d- to do  

10- It __________ at 11.00.  

a- close                        

b- closing                        
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c- to close                      

d- closes  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

IV. Everyday English  
 

1- Ahmed: __________ 

    Karim: It's five o'clock.  

a- Where is it?                                    

b- What time is it now?  

c- When is it?                                     

d- How is it?  

2- It's __________ three o'clock.  

a- on                             

b- about                           

c- in                           

d- for  

3- Tourist: __________ 

     Hassan: Yes, of course. It's six o'clock.  

a- Excuse me. Can you tell me the time, please?  

b- Excuse me. Can you show me the way to the bank, please? 

c- Can I have a cup of tea, please? 

d- Where do you go?  

4- It's __________. 

a- past twenty five                           

b- five past twenty five  

c- twenty five past five                    

d- past five  

5- Rabab: What time does the lesson start? 

    Heba: __________. 

a- I'm sorry                    

b- At eight                           
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c- Thanks                              

d- Never mind 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 Test 13 

Unit 4 (Elementary) 
 

 

I. Reading: Read the following passage then answer the questions below  

 

Al Wheeler from Canada 

We have long, cold winters and short, hot summers. We have a holiday home 

near a lake, so in summer I go sailing a lot and I play baseball, but in winter I 

often play ice hockey and go ice-skating. My favourite season is autumn, or fall, 

as we say in North America. I love the colours of the trees- red, gold, orange, 

yellow, and brown.  

 

Manuela Da Silva from Portugal 

People think it's always warm and sunny in Portugal, but January and February 

are often cold, wet, and grey. I don't like winter. I usually meet my friends in 

restaurants and coffee shops and we chat. Sometimes, we go to a Brazilian 

café. I love Brazilian food. But then suddenly it's summer and at weekends we 

drive to the beach and go swimming. I love summer.  

 

Hamad Saleh from Bahrain 

I work for Gulf Pearls, in the export department. I don't have a lot of free 

time, but I have one special hobby- taking underwater photographs. I love 

diving and the fish are very beautiful. Sometimes, after work, I relax in a 

coffee shop near my office with friends. My friend, Jamal, likes motor racing 

and he has tickets for the Formula One World Championship in Sakhir next 

spring. I don't like motor racing- it's too noisy!   

 

Choose the correct answer: 

 

1- What do people in North America call autumn? They call it __________.  

a- winter                      
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b- fall                        

c- spring                         

d- summer  

2- What are January and February in Portugal like? They are often 

__________. 

a- hot and sunny                                   

b- stormy and dry  

c- cold, wet, and grey                           

d- warm and nice  

3- Where does Manuela usually meet her friends?  

a- At home                                                        

b- In her office                    

c- In restaurants and coffee shops                

d- In malls and shopping centres 

4- __________ loves Brazilian food.  

a- Manuela                        

b- Hamad                        

c- Wheeler                  

d- Jamal  

5- Manuela loves __________. 

a- winter                             

b- spring                         

c- fall                                 

d- summer  

6- Where is Hamad from? He's from __________. 

a- Canada                         

b- Portugal                      

c- Bahrain                        

d- Brazil  

7- What does Hamad like doing?  
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a- Diving and taking underwater photographs 

b- Playing golf and baseball 

c- Motor racing 

d- Reading and writing 

8- The pronoun "he" in paragraph 3 refers to __________. 

a- Hamad                      

b- Jamal                          

c- Al                         

d- Silva  

9- Which statement is TRUE?  

a- Al Wheeler comes from Portugal.  

b- Hamad works for Gulf Pearls.  

c- In Bahrain winters are long and cold.  

d- Hamad likes motor-racing.  

10- Which statement is NOT TRUE?  

a- Al Wheeler plays golf and rugby.  

b- Manuela goes swimming in summer.  

c- Hamad doesn't have any hobbies.  

d- Al Wheeler loves the colours of trees in fall.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

II. Vocabulary  
 

1- I like going __________ at weekends. I usually go to Aziz Mall and buy a 

lot of nice things. 

a- jogging                     

b- eating                     

c- shopping                        

d- playing  

2- My younger brother enjoys playing __________ in his bedroom. 

a- computer games                          

b- sailing                   
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c- swimming                      

d- picnics 

3- We always watch __________ in the living room.  

a- TV                                     

b- the radio                             

c- gym                               

d- museum 

4- I like __________ delicious dishes for my family.  

a- eating                              

b- cooking                                

c- watching                       

d- listening  

5- I don't have a camera to take __________. 

a- picnics                              

b- restaurants                        

c- photographs                  

d- games  

6- Let's meet in the Italian __________ and have pizza and pasta.  

a- gym                                

b- museum                                 

c- restaurant                   

d- picnic 

7- Why don't we go on a __________? The weather is very nice today.  

a- picnic                            

b- museum                                  

c- game                            

d- meal  

8- __________ is a very useful sport. It keeps our bodies healthy and strong.  

a- Reading                       

b- Swimming                               
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c- Watching                      

d- Cooking  

9- He went to the __________ to do some exercise.  

a- museum                     

b- gym                                           

c- library                            

d- restaurant  

10- I like __________ in a boat especially when the sea is calm.  

a- sailing                        

b- running                                    

c- walking                          

d- shopping  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

III. Grammar  
 

1- They __________ their grandfather and grandmother on Fridays.  

a- visits                             

b- visit                           

c- visiting                        

d- to visit 

2- Jill goes to the market __________ the morning.  

a- at                                  

b- on                              

c- in                                

d- for  

3- He likes __________ basketball in his free time.  

a- play                               

b- playing                     

c- to play                     

d- played  
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4- She __________ come late.  

a- don't                              

b- isn't                            

c- doesn't                  

d- not  

5- __________ Sara and Maha speak English?  

a- Do                                  

b- Does                           

c- Are                         

d- Be  

6- I __________ in the living room.  

a- watch TV always                                         

b- always TV watch  

c- always watch TV                                         

d- watch always TV  

7- Dina gets up __________ 8:00.  

a- in                         

b- on                             

c- at                         

d- of  

8- Where __________ he live?  

a- is                           

b- does                       

c- do                        

d- be  

9- Karima __________ her children with their homework.  

a- help                        

b- helping                      

c- helps                      

d- to help  
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10- Jill meets her friend Carol __________ Wednesday evenings.  

a- at                          

b- on                               

c- in                             

d- of  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

IV. Everyday English  
 

  1- Ahmed: __________. The traffic is bad.  

       Teacher: Don't worry. Come and sit down. We're on page 25.  

a- Thank you very much.  

b- I'm fine.  

c- I'm sorry I'm late. 

d- It's time for work. 

2- Old woman: __________ Can you tell me how to go to the nearest market?  

     Young man: Of course. Go straight along and then turn left. The market is 

on the right.  

a- I don't want to.  

b- Excuse me.  

c- Give me.  

d- That's the one.  

3- Jill: It's very hot in here. Can I open the window?  

    Maha: __________ 

a- I'm sorry to hear that.  

b- I'd like to have a cup.  

c- It's 5 o'clock.  

d- Yes, of course. I feel hot, too.  

4- Saleh: __________ 

     Waiter: Black or white.  

a- Can I have a coffee, please?  

b- What do you have with you?  

c- How are you today?  
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d- What would you like to have?  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 Test 14 

Unit 7 (Elementary) 
 

 

I. Reading: Read the following passage then answer the questions below  

 

Reading passage 1: 

Planes To Rockets In Sixty Years  

There are just 60 years between the first flight and the first man on the 

moon. In the 20th century, progress in aviation was phenomenal.  

 

1909 The first Air Journey:  

On July 25 1909, a Frenchman, Louis Bleriot, became the first man to 

complete an air journey when he flew from Calais, in the north of France, to 

Dover, in the south of England. Bleriot's flight amazed the whole of Europe. 

People thought that such a journey was impossible.  

 

The flight:  

The flight wasn't easy. Mr. Bleroit, a 27-year-old engineer, couldn't swim, so 

he didn't want to come down in the Channel. He couldn't walk very well because 

of a leg injury, and he didn't have a compass.  

 

On the morning of the 25th, he took off at 4:30 from a field at the edge of a 

cliff. It took 37 minutes to complete the 22- mile journey. The plane flew at 

40 miles per hour at an altitude of 250 feet.  

 

Everything went well until he flew into fog. "I continued flying for ten minutes, 

but I couldn't see the land, only the sky and the sea. It was the most 

dangerous part of the flight. I wasn't worried about the machine. It flew 

beautifully. Finally, I saw the land," he told reporters.  

 

Landing in England:  
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When he got to Dover, he saw a French newspaper journalist waving a flag. He 

cut the engine at 60 feet and crashed into a field. The news quickly went 

round the world, and Mr. Bleriot's flight was celebrated in London and Paris. 

He won a prize of £ 1,000.  

  

"The crossing was the start of modern aviation," said Louis Bleroit, the 

grandson of the pioneer.  

 

Choose the correct answer 

 

1- How many years are there between the first flight and the first landing on 

the moon?  

a- Sixty years                

b- Fifty years                  

c- Twenty five years                  

d- Ten years 

2- Louis Bleroit made his first flight in a time when people think it was 

__________. 

a- easy                          

b- simple                       

c- impossible                                

d- usual  

3- Bleroit didn't want to come down in the Channel because__________. 

a- he didn't know how to fly                       

b- he couldn't swim  

c- he was very cold                                     

d- he wanted to go fishing 

4- Bleroit's first flight was from __________. 

a- England to France                  

b- France to England           

c- Germany to Poland                 

d- France to Italy  
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5- The most dangerous part of his flight was when __________. 

a- he couldn't fly                                                                               

b- he slept while flying  

c- he couldn't see the land, only the sky and the sea                         

d- he arrived at the cliff 

6- During the flight the machine__________. 

a- broke down                        

b- stopped working                   

c- flew beautifully                 

d- made a bad sound 

7- Bleroit's first flight was considered __________. 

a- a simple step in the history of man                          

b- the start of modern aviation 

c- a great failure                                                           

d- a bad trial  

8- The underlined pronoun "I" refers to __________. 

a- Louis Bleroit                                                  

b- Louis's grandson                      

c- the French newspaper journalist                    

d- Louis's father  

9- Which statement is TRUE? 

a- Louis Bleroit was an engineer.  

b- Louis Bleroit flew over the Pacific. 

c- The plane was very modern.  

d- The Red Sea was under Louis Bleroit.  

10- Which statement is NOT TRUE?  

a- Bleroit began his journey on July 25 1909.  

b- He took off at 4:30 from a field at the edge of a cliff. 

c- Bleroit flew over New York. 

d- Bleroit won a prize of £ 1,000.  
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Reading passage 2: 

 

1969 The first man on the moon 

On 16 July 1969, at 9:30 in the morning, Apollo 11 lifted off from the Kennedy 

Space Centre in Florida. There were three astronauts – Neil Armstrong, Buzz 

Aldrin, and Michael Collins. The enormous rocket took three days to complete 

the 250,000 miles to the moon, travelling at six miles per second (21,600 miles 

an hour). Then it circled the moon 30 times, giving time to prepare for the 

landing.  

 

The lunar landing:  

The lunar module landed on a part of the moon called the Sea of Tranquility at 

8:17 in the evening on 20 July.  

 

It was time for the astronauts to rest, but they were too excited to sleep. At 

3:00 in the morning on July 21, Neil Armstrong became the first man to walk 

on the moon. Six hundred million people all over the world watched the 

moonwalk on TV. As Armstrong took his first steps, he said the famous words, 

"That's one small step for man, one giant leap for mankind". 

 

Walking on the moon:  

Armstrong and Aldrin spent two and a half hours walking on the moon. They 

collected samples and set up scientific equipment. Finally, they put up a US 

flag. After 22 hours on the moon, the lunar module lifted off and flew up to 

join the rocket that took them back to Earth. They left an inscription:  

HERE MEN FROM THE PLANET EARTH FIRST SET FOOT UPON THE 

MOON, JULY 1969. WE CAME IN PEACE FOR ALL MANKIND. 

 

 This flight was the beginning of man's exploration of space.   

   

Choose the correct answer 

 

1- Apollo 11 started its journey to the moon __________. 

a- from Calais in France to Dover in England.  

b- from the Pacific Ocean to the Atlantic 
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c- from Florida 

d- from the moon  

2- How many times did Apollo 11 circle the moon?  

a- Two times                   

b- Three times                   

c- Thirty times                 

d- Forty times  

3- There were __________ on Apollo 11.  

a- three astronauts           

b- five astronauts              

c- two astronauts              

d- thirteen astronauts 

4- __________ landed on a part of the moon.  

a- Apollo 11                     

b- The lunar module         

c- An airplane                   

d- An airbus 

5- Landing on the moon was __________. 

a- a very simple journey                                

b- a giant leap for mankind                 

c- not very difficult                                        

d- on July 1909 

6- What did Armstrong and Aldrin do on the moon?  

a- They played some sports and watched TV                                 

b- They talked to people on TV 

c- They collected samples and set up scientific equipment            

d- They slept and had some rest 

7- The astronauts reached the moon in __________. 

a- Apollo 11                      

b- Their car                      
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c- The lunar module                    

d- A shuttle 

8- The underlined word "they" refers to __________. 

a- people on Earth        

b- people on TV       

c- the three astronauts           

d- Armstrong and Aldrin 

9- Which statement is TRUE?  

a- The flight of Apollo 11 to the moon was the beginning of man's 

exploration of space.  

b- Aldrin was the first man to step on the moon and live there.  

c- The first time man landed on the moon was in 1959.  

d- It took Apollo 11 a week to complete the 250,000 miles to the moon.  

10- Which statement is NOT TRUE? 

a- The ones who walked on the moon were Armstrong and Aldrin. 

b- The part of the moon on which the lunar module landed was called the 

Sea of Tranquility. 

c- When the lunar module landed on the moon, the astronauts slept for a 

day.  

d- Armstrong and Aldrin put up the US flag on the moon.     

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

II. Vocabulary  
1- Ahmed can __________ the guitar.  

a- do                     

b- go                     

c- play  

2- I wash my clothes in  __________. 

a- a washing machine                 

b- a machine washing                   

c- a machine washing  
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3- He is a doctor and he __________ a lot of money.  

a- puts                           

b- earns                        

c- starts  

4- Maher always __________ his car to the supermarket to buy his food.  

a- rides                          

b- works                         

c- drives  

5- I sometimes meet my friend at the __________. 

a- stop bus                    

b- bus stop                    

c- stopping bus  

6- Hala always sends her friend a __________ on her birthday.  

a- birthday card             

b- card birthday              

c- card born  

7- When Saleh was young, he travelled __________. 

a- a bike                        

b- the world                     

c- on the world  

8- __________ is full of vitamin C.  

a- Juice orange                   

b- Orange juice                       

c- The juice orange  

9- __________ TV or __________ the radio to know what is happening in 

the world.  

a- Listen to / watch             

b- Listen to / listen to               

c- Watch / listen to  
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10- I went to the railway __________ to take the train to Paris.  

a- port                               

b- stop                                       

c- station  

11- Doctors                      a lot of money. 

a- watch                

b- earn                        

c- study                      

d- buy 

12- My mother bought a new                   yesterday. Clothes are very clean 

when they come out of it. 

a- credit card 

b- railway 

c- washing machine 

d- bookshop          

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

III. Grammar 
 

1- She __________ French when she was 12.    

a- studying                           

b- studied                 

c- studies                

d- study 

2- We __________ a new car last month.      

a- bought                            

b- buy                          

c- buy                    

d- buys   

3- I will come to visit you __________ 6 o'clock __________ Monday.  

a- at / on                         
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b- in / on                                   

c- on / on                

d- in / in  

4- He invited me to dinner __________.  

a- on last week                              

b- last week                    

c- in last week             

d- at last week 

5- James __________ born on May 24, 1990.  

a- is                                

b- has                           

c- was                    

d- be 

6- Where __________ last summer? 

a- do you go                

b- did you go                

c- have you go         

d- can you go   

7- I __________ her last week.  

a- didn't see                 

b- don't see                    

c- doesn't see                

d- not see  

8- Sarah __________ a new handbag yesterday.  

a- buys                         

b- bought                        

c- buying                      

d- buy 

9- My parents lived in Abha when they __________ married.  

a- get                           
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b- gets                            

c- got                           

d- getting 

10- __________ he work as a teacher when he was young?   

a- Does                      

b-  

c- Is                      

d- Can   

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

IV. Everyday English:  

 

1-A: - Excuse me! Can I have the bill, please? 

    B: -                                        . 

a- Of course, I’ll carry it for you. 

b- Yes sir. I’ll bring it to you. 

c- Really? Did you enjoy it? 

d- Thanks! Same to you. 

 

2-A: - This new dress is for you. 

   B: -                                           . 

a- Poor you. How can I help? 

b- I’m afraid I can’t 

c- That’s so kind. Thank you. 

d- Sorry, I don’t know. 

   

------------------------------------------------------ 
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 Test 15 

Unit 8 (Elementary) 
 

 
 

I. Reading: Read the following passage then answer the questions below  

         

        Two Americans, Jacob Davis and Levi Strauss, made the first jeans in 

1873. Davis bought cloth from Levi's shop. He told Levi that he had a special 

way to make strong trousers for workmen. The first jeans were blue. In 1935 

jeans became fashionable for women after they saw them in "Vogue" magazine. 

In the 1970s, Calvin Klein earned $12.5 million a week from jeans.  

 

         A Scotsman, John Logie Baird, transmitted the first television picture on 

25 October, 1925. The first thing on television was a boy who worked in the 

office next to Baird's workroom in London. In 1927 Baird sent pictures from 

London to Glasgow. In 1928 he sent pictures to New York, and also produced 

the first colour TV pictures.  

 

          Felix Hofman, a 29-year-old chemist who worked for the German 

company Bayer, invented the drug Aspirin in April 1899. He gave the first 

aspirin to his father for his arthritis. By 1950 it was the best–selling painkiller 

in the world, and in 1969 the Apollo astronauts took it to the moon. The 

Spanish philosopher, Jose Ortega y Gasset, called the 20th century "The Age 

of Aspirin".  

 

Choose the correct answer 

 

1- The first jeans were made in __________.  

a- 1970                                  

b- 1873                                

c- 1935  

2- Davis wanted to make strong __________ for workmen.  

a- suits                                 
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b- trousers                               

c- shoes  

3- In 1928, Baird produced the first __________. 

a- colour TV pictures            

b- television picture               

c- jeans  

4- Felix Hofman was a __________. 

a- salesman                        

b- doctor                                 

c- chemist  

5- When was aspirin the best-selling painkiller in the world?  

a- By 1928                         

b- By 1950                                

c- By 1969  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

II. Vocabulary  
 

1- My dress isn’t cheap. It’s __________. It costs 500 riyals.  

a- dangerous                       

b- expensive                                

c- important  

2- Living abroad is __________ I like it very much.  

a- exciting                           

b- delicious                                  

c- careful  

3- This armchair is very __________ I like sitting on it. 

a- happy                             

b- noisy                                        

c- comfortable  
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4- After the __________ of the plane, all the passengers went to take their 

suitcases.  

a- painting                          

b- arrival                                       

c- number  

5- English is a/an __________ language. It’s spoken all over the world.  

a- sunny                            

b- careful                                       

c- important  

6- Be __________ when you drive at night.  

a- careful                          

b- sleepy                                         

c- funny  

7- I like my mother’s dishes. They are __________. 

a- comfortable                

b- friendly                                       

c- delicious 

8- You can get a lot of __________ through the Internet.  

a- informing                      

b- information                                 

c- informer  

9- The weather is usually hot in __________. 

a- summer                     

b- winter                                          

c- spring  

10- My daughter is 16. She is a __________. 

a- sweater                    

b- exhibition                                    

c- teenager 

11- People get a lot of                      from the Internet. 
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a- computer             

b- information                   

c- arrival             

d- exhibitions 

 

12- Paris is                         for its Eiffel Tower.   

a- delicious           

b- useful                   

c- famous                     

d- different 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

III. Grammar 

 
1- When __________ you last use the computer?  

a- do                                     

b- have                                

c- did  

2- They saw their friends two weeks __________. 

a- ago                                   

b- last                                  

c- after  

3- Dina and Wafaa didn’t __________ to school yesterday.  

a- went                                

b- going                               

c- go  

4- __________ you watch the programme last night? 

a- Have                                 

b- Did                                  

c- Were 

5- He always reads some books __________ weekends.  

a- at                                    

b- of                                      
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c- in  

6- Maha usually goes to school __________ 8 o’clock.  

a- in                                   

b- on                                      

c- at  

7- Mother __________ any cakes yesterday evening.  

a- doesn’t make                 

b- isn’t make                          

c- didn’t make  

8- He was born __________ 1999.  

a- on                                 

b- at                                        

c- in  

9- He __________ at home last Sunday. 

a- didn’t                            

b- wasn’t                                 

c- isn’t  

10- Who __________ last night at the party?  

a- you met                      

b- do you meet                      

c- did you meet      

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

IV. Everyday English 
 

1- A: This is a present for you Leila. 

    B: __________ 

a- Poor you. 

b- Thank you. This is so kind of you. 

c- Don’t worry. 

d- Of course. 
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2-A: I have a terrible headache! 

   B __________ 

a- That’s so kind. 

b- Do you want some aspirin? 

c- I' m afraid you can’t. 

d- Of course, you can. 

3-A __________, please? 

   B-I’ll bring it to you. 

a- Why don’t we have a rest 

b- Can I have the bill  

c- Could you open the door 

d- Why don’t we go to have lunch 

4-A: Bye! Have a nice trip! 

   B: __________. 

a- Of course 

b- I’m afraid I’m busy 

c- Thanks 

d- Sorry 

5-A:Have a nice weekend Maha. 

   B: __________. 

a- Excuse me 

b- Never mind 

c- Same to you 

d- Great 

6- A: ______________ 

     B: 3rd of April, 1995. 

a- When were you born? 

b- What century is it now? 

c- What’s your favourite subject? 

d- Where were you born? 
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7-A: What’s the first month of the year? 

   B: _________________ 

a- March 

b- October 

c- January  

d- June 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 

 Test 16 

Unit 9 (Elementary) 
 

 

I. Reading: Read the following passage then answer the questions below: 

 

        For 99% of human history, people took their food from the world around 

them. They ate all that they could find, and then moved on. Then about 10,000 

years ago, or for 1% of human history, people learned to farm the land and 

control their environment.  

       The kind of food we eat depends on which part of the world we live in, or 

which part of our country we live in. For example, in the south of China they 

eat rice, but in the north they eat noodles. In Scandinavia, they eat a lot of 

herrings, and the Portuguese love sardines. But in central Europe, away from 

the sea, people don’t eat so much fish, they eat more meat and sausages. In 

Germany and Poland there are hundreds of different kinds of sausages.  

      In North America, Australia, and Europe there are two or more courses to 

every meal and people eat with knives and forks. In China there is only one 

course, all the food is together on the table, and they eat with chopsticks. In 

parts of India and the Middle East people use their fingers and bread to pick 

up the food.  

      Nowadays it is possible to transport food easily from one part of the world 

to the other. We can eat what we like, when we like, at any time of the year. 

Our bananas come from the Caribbean or Africa; our rice comes from India or 
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the USA; our strawberries come from Chile or Spain. Food is very big business. 

But people in poor countries are still hungry, and people in rich countries eat 

too much.  

  

Choose the correct answer 

1- In the south of China, they eat __________.  

a- rice                                                     

b- noodles                              

c- meat  

2- People eat a lot of herrings in  __________. 

a- China                                                 

b- Scandinavia                         

c- India  

3- In __________ there is only one course.  

a- North America and Australia             

b- Europe                                 

c- China  

4- People use their fingers to eat in __________. 

a- Europe                                    

b- India and the Middle East                

c- Portugal  

5- We get rice from __________. 

a- China                                     

b- Europe                                                

c- India or the USA 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

II. Vocabulary  
  

1- __________ are fruit.  

a- Tea                                    

b- Apples                           
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c- Spaghetti  

2- __________ are made from meat.  

a- Burgers                              

b- Cheese                           

c- Peas  

3- __________ and __________ are vegetables.  

a- Biscuits /chips                    

b- Peas / carrots                  

c- Coffee / tea  

4- __________ is an Italian food. 

a- Oranges                             

b- Spaghetti                        

c- Bread   

5- Drink __________. It’s good for your health.  

a- dirty water                      

b- mineral water                     

c- sea water  

6- I like bananas very much. They are my __________ fruit.  

a- favourite                        

b- bad                                

c- juice  

7-Indian food can be very hot and spicy.  There are a lot of  __________ in 

the food. 

a- eggs                           

b- chillies                            

c- chocolates  

8- He always has __________ for breakfast. They are full of calcium and 

protein.  

a- eggs and cheese              

b- water and tea               
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c- oil  

9- Mother cooks __________ meals. All the family likes them.  

a- horrible                             

b- delicious                        

c- worse  

10- A dish of green salad has a lot of __________. 

a- fruit                                 

b- vegetables                    

c- bread  

11- Chocolate cake is my favourite                       . 

a- beef 

b- dessert 

c- onion 

d- mushroom 

12-                              is an Italian food? 

a- Tomatoes 

b- Burgers 

c- Pizza 

d- Chilli  

------------------------------------------------------------------------   

III. Grammar  
 

1- How __________ apples are there on the table?     

a- more                              

b- many                             

c- much  

2- How __________ water do you drink every day?   

a- many                             

b- much                             

c- more  
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3- I __________ a cup of tea, please.    

a- would like           

b- like                   

c- liking  

4- There is __________ onion on the table.  

a- some                             

b- a                                     

c- an 

5- Is there __________ coffee?   

a- an                                  

b- any                                 

c- some 

6- Do you drink __________ milk in the morning?  

a- any                                 

b- some                             

c- a  

7- Jomana __________ watching TV in the evening.   

a- like      

b- would like   

c- likes 

8- I want to buy __________ furniture for my bedroom.  

a- a                                    

b- some                               

c- an  

9- I am going to buy __________ bread, __________ bottle of cola, and  

__________ kilo of tomatoes.  

a- some / a / a                       

b- an / some / an                           

c- some / a / an  
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10- I don’t eat __________ sandwiches in the evening.  

a- a                                      

b- some                                          

c- any   

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

IV. Everyday English 
 

1- A: Could you pass me the salt, please? 

     B: __________ 

a- No. Thank you. 

b- It's over there. 

c- Yes, of course. Here you are. 

d- No, of course not. You can buy some. 

2- A: Could I have a glass of water, please? 

    B: __________ 

a- Yes, of course. Here you are.  

b- I'm sorry for coming late. 

c- They're delicious. 

d- I want to know the recipe.  

3- A: __________ 

     B: Yes, of course. Here you are. 

a- Can we meet on Sunday? 

b- Could you get me some tea, please? 

c- Can you help me carry this bag, please? 

d- How can I go to the nearest café?  

4- A: __________ 

     B: Black, no sugar, please. 

a- What colour are your trousers? 

b- How is your new car? 

c- How would you like your coffee? 

d- Is it coming now? 
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5- A: Can I have a cheese sandwich, please? 

     B: __________ 

a- Yes, of course. Here you are.  

b- I have oranges and bananas. 

c- It's really delicious. 

d- How nice it is!  

6-A:-                                             . 

    B: - How much do you want? 

a- Could you take me home? 

b- Can I have a cheese sandwich, please? 

c- Could you lend me some money, please? 

d- Can I borrow your car, please? 

 

7-A: - Would you like some bread? 

    B: -                                                . 

a- Yes please, a small piece. 

b- Yes of course. Here you are. 

c- No sugar, please. 

d- I’m glad you like it. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 Test 17 

Unit 10 (Elementary) 
 

 

 

I. Reading: Read the following passage then answer the questions below:  

 

Reading passage 1 

High Speed Tokyo 

Tokyo has a population of 35 million people. It is the largest city in the world. 

It is also one of the most exciting. Everything moves fast here. It has one of 
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the biggest and busiest railway systems in the world. Every day, 11 million 

commuters use it to get to and from work. People earn the highest salaries, 

and they spend the most money. They wear the latest fashions, and have the 

most up-to-date phones. It is the world's most expensive city.  

 

Old and New 

 

Tokyo was originally a small fishing village called Edo. The name changed in 

1868 when the Emperor moved there. The architecture is very modern. There 

are not many old buildings because of the 1923 earthquake and the Second 

World War. But traditional Japan is always near, with many Shinto shrines and 

public baths around the city.  

 

Visiting Tokyo  

 

Tokyo is on the east coast of Japan. The summers are hot and humid. The most 

beautiful time of year is spring, when the famous cherry blossom is on the 

trees. The city is huge, but it is one of the safest cities in the world. Japan is 

mysterious. It is difficult for foreigners to understand.  

 

Choose the correct answer 

 

1- Tokyo is known to be __________. 

a- the smallest city in the world  

b- the largest and one of the most exciting cities in the world 

c- the coldest city in the world 

d- the highest and most dangerous city in the world 

2- In Tokyo, people have __________. 

a- the highest salaries               

b- the lowest salaries              

c- the worst salaries                  

d- the average salaries 

3- Old buildings are not many because of __________. 

a- bad weather and storms                                                    
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b- people who don't like old buildings 

c- 1923 earthquake and the Second World War                  

d- volcanoes and fireworks  

4- The underlined pronoun "it" refers to __________. 

a- Japan                     

b- the building                      

c- Tokyo                

d- the railway system  

5- Which statement is TRUE?  

a- It is usually hot and humid in Tokyo during the summer.  

b- Tokyo is on the south coast of Japan.  

c- People live a dangerous life in Tokyo. 

d- Japan is a big city in Tokyo.  

6- Which statement is NOT TRUE?  

a- The famous cherry blossom is on the trees in Tokyo in summer.  

b- Tokyo has one of the busiest railway systems. 

c- Traditional Japan has public baths around the city. 

d- In the past Tokyo was a small fishing village.  

 

Reading passage 2 

 

Mumbai A City Of Extremes 

 

Mumbai is India's largest city with a population of 22.8 million. It is also 

India's most important commercial center. Mumbai was part of the British 

Empire until independence in 1947. It was called Bombay until 1995, when it 

was renamed Mumbai after a Hindu goddess, Mumba Devi. 

 

Rich and Poor  

 

Mumbai is both old and modern, rich and poor. The streets are full of people 

doing business, selling snacks and clothes, or just living there.  
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Money is everywhere in modern Mumbai. India's most important businesses 

and banks have their headquarters there. Mumbai is also one of the biggest 

centers of India's growing IT industry.  

 

Modern skyscrapers and new shopping malls are right next to slums. Sixty 

percent of the population live with no running water, no electricity, and no 

sanitation.  

 

Visiting Mumbai  

 

Mumbai is on the west coast. The wet season is from June to September. 

Between November and February it is a little cooler and drier.  

 

The city is best at sunrise and sunset, when the colour of the stone buildings 

changes from gold to orange and pink. The cheapest and easiest transport is 

by bus. Trains can be crowded and dangerous.  

 

Because of its poverty, Mumbai can be a difficult place to live, but the 

experience is unique.  

 

Choose the correct answer 

 

1- Mumbai is a city in __________. 

a- Japan                    

b- Mexico                   

c- Tokyo                        

d- India  

2- The old name of Mumbai was __________. 

a- Edo                     

b- Bombay                  

c- Calais                        

d- Devi  

3- What industry is growing in Mumbai?  
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a- Food                   

b- IT                           

c- Clothes                      

d- Machines  

4- The underlined pronoun "it" refers to __________. 

a- the weather            

b- the city                

c- the street                    

d- the month  

5- Which statement is TRUE?  

a- The city of Mumbai was named after a Hindu goddess Mumba Devi.  

b- There aren't any modern places such as skyscrapers and shopping malls in 

Mumbai.  

c- The most expensive way of transport is by bus.  

d- The streets of Mumbai don't have any people selling snacks.  

6- Which statement is NOT TRUE? 

a- The wet season is from June to September.  

b- 100% of the people live without sanitation, running water and electricity. 

c- The best time in Mumbai is at sunrise or sunset.  

d- Mumbai is the most important commercial city in India.  

 

Reading passage 3 

 

Multicultural Mexico City 

 

Mexico City has a population of 23.4 million. It is the largest city in both 

North and South America. The Aztecs called it Tenochtitlan, and it was 

already an important city when the Spanish invaded in 1521. The country 

became independent in 1821.  

 

Indian and European    
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Mexico City offers a variety of experience. Standing in the Zocalo, the main 

square, you can see buildings from the city's Spanish and Aztec past, and also 

a modern skyscraper, the first in the world to survive a major earthquake.  

 

European squares and colonial houses sit next to busy markets selling Mexican 

food and Indian handicrafts. The city has many tourist attractions, 

monuments, and parks. It is the richest city in Latin America. There are 

elegant shops selling high-class goods, expensive restaurants, and super cool 

cafés. There are also many people who live in poor houses.  

 

Visiting Mexico City 

 

Mexico City is in a valley in the south central area of the country. It is 

surrounded by mountains.  

 

The rainy season is from June to October. The warmest months are April and 

May. It has the largest and cheapest subway system in Latin America. Traffic 

moves so slowly that it is often faster to walk. The air quality is not good, and 

visitors need to be careful, but the city offers a rich cultural mix.  

 

Choose the correct answer 

 

1- Mexico City was named Tenochtitlan by __________. 

a- the Spanish                     

b- the Aztecs                      

c- the Mexicans                  

d- the British  

2- What is strange about the modern skyscraper in Mexico City?  

a- It was built in 1821.                                

b- It has 25 floors     

c- It survived a major earthquake.              

d- It has a lot of poor people 

3- The underlined pronoun "It" refers to __________. 

a- Mumbai                     
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b- Mexico City                   

c- Spain                               

d- Zocalo  

4- Which statement is TRUE?  

a- Zocalo means the main road.  

b- Mexico City doesn't have a lot of tourist attractions and monuments.  

c- The Aztecs built Mexico City.  

d- Mexico City doesn't have good shops.  

5- Which statement is NOT TRUE? 

a- Mexico City is surrounded by water.  

b- The air is not good in Mexico City.  

c- Traffic is very heavy in Mexico City.  

d- The warmest months are April and May in Mexico City.  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

II. Vocabulary  
 

1- There are many trees on the river __________. 

a- field                          

b- bank                            

c- centre 

2- Workers work in __________. 

a- factories                  

b- tractors                       

c- building  

3- A __________ is higher than a hill.  

a- wood                      

b- mountain                    

c- port  

4- I go to the __________ to watch plays.  

a- museum                
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b- theatre                        

c- field  

5- A farmer works in the __________. 

a- cottage                 

b- field                             

c- lake  

6- Doctors work in __________. 

a- hospitals               

b- bridges                           

c- parks  

7- A __________ is smaller than a city.  

a- village                 

b- country                          

c- population  

8- Children go to __________ to learn.  

a- farm                    

b- school                           

c- hill  

9- You can see a lot of ships in the __________. 

a- field                    

b- mountain                    

c- port  

10- Our house is the tallest __________ in the town.  

a- factory                  

b- building                    

c- bridge  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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III. Grammar 
 

1- Have you got a car?  

     Yes, I __________. 

a- do                          

b- have                       

c- can  

2- I __________ a computer.  

a- has                          

b- have got                 

c- having  

3- Maya is __________ than Muneera.  

a- beautiful                

b- beautifuler               

c- more beautiful  

4- Yesterday was __________ than today.  

a- more cold             

b- colder                        

c- coldest  

5- The whale is __________ animal in the world.  

a- bigger                  

b- the  

c- more bigger  

6- __________ she got any work to do?  

a- Does                     

b- Is                                 

c- Has  

7- Miss Smith is __________ lady in the company.  

a- the more intelligent               

b- intelligent                        

c- the most intelligent 
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8- Salah __________ any sisters.  

a- hasn’t got                               

b- isn’t got                           

c- doesn’t got  

9- Maggie is __________ than Mervat.  

a- funnier                                   

b- more funny                     

c- funnyer 

10- __________ she have any books?  

a- Has                                       

b- Does                                

c- Is 

11- Sara is__________ than her brother. 

a- more old                 

b- less old                     

c- older               

d- oldest. 

12- London is __________ than Jeddah. 

a- expensive           

b- expensiver                   

c- more expensive              

d- most expensive 

 ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

IV. Everyday English  
 

1- Young boy: How can I go to Park Road?  

     Man: __________ 

a- Thank you very much. 

b- No, I'm sorry. 

c- Go along Main Road then turn right.  

d- It's OK.  
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2- A: Where is the hospital?  

    B: __________ 

a- It's over there.  

b- I am a student.  

c- It's a problem. 

d- Fine, thank you.  

3- A: __________ 

    B: Ten minutes.  

a- How much is this?  

b- How long does it take to go to the nearest bus-stop? 

c- What time is it now? 

d- What's your job?  

4- A: Where is the nearest pharmacy?  

    B: __________ 

a- It's OK.  

b- Go along Tree Road then turn right.  

c- I am not there.  

d- He is coming with us.  

5- A: Where is the café? 

    B: __________ 

a- Come one we are late. 

b- They are coming now. 

c- It's over there.  

d- Never mind.   

6- A: How can I go to the school please? 

B: Drive along Park Road and                       right. 

a- write                  

b- turn                 

c- walk                    

d- watch 

 

7- A-where’s the bus station please? 
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     B- Go under the bridge and                                the bank. 

a- on               

b- up                        

c- past                      

d- under 

  ------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 Test 18 

Unit 11 (Elementary) 
 

 

 

I. Reading: Read the following passage then answer the questions below 

 

           Once upon a time, a businessman named Ray Kroc discovered a 

restaurant owned by two brothers. The restaurant served just four things: 

hamburgers, French fries, milk shakes and coca cola. But it was clean and 

inexpensive, and the service was quick. Mr. Kroc liked it so much that he paid 

the brothers so that he could use their idea and their name: McDonald's. 

 

Beef, big business and fast service were the three main things when Mr. Kroc 

opened his first McDonald's in 1955. Four years later, there were 100 of them. 

Kroc knew Americans liked success. So he put signs saying how many millions of 

McDonald's hamburgers people had bought. In just four years, the number was 

one hundred million. Now, there are more than 13,000 McDonald's restaurants 

from Dallas to Paris and from Moscow to Beijing.  

 

Anyone who wants to open a McDonald's must first work in one for a week. 

Then, they do a nine-month training programme, in the restaurants and at 

"McDonald's University" in Chicago. There they learn the McDonald's 

philosophy: quality control, service, cleanliness and cheap prices. McDonald's 

has strict rules: hamburgers must be served before they are ten minutes old, 

and French fries, seven. 

McDonald's has never stopped looking for new methods to attract customers, 

from drive-in windows to birthday parties. Chicken, fish, salad and, in some 

places, pizza are now on the menu. McDonald's in Holland even sells a 
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vegetarian burger. Their international popularity shows they have found the 

recipe for success. 

   

Choose the correct answers 
 

1- Ray Kroc was a __________.  

a- businessman                             

b- doctor                              

c- salesman 

2- The restaurant offered __________. 

a- four things                              

b- five kinds of meals             

c- bad food  

3- Mr. Kroc paid the two brothers because he wanted to __________. 

a- use their name and their idea  

b- work with them   

c- have some sandwiches and French fries 

4- Mr. Kroc started his first McDonald’s in __________. 

a- 1965                            

b- 1955                               

c- 1985  

6- McDonald’s restaurants are very __________ all over the world.  

a- popular                      

b- untidy                             

c- awful  

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

II. Vocabulary  
1- That man is very __________. 

a- delicious                           

b- handsome                         

c- snowy  
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2- Samir puts on his __________ when he plays basketball.   

a- radio                               

b- trainers                               

c- coat 

3- It’s very cold today. Take your __________ when going out. 

a- coat                                  

b- skirt                                    

c- dress 

4- She is very good-looking. She is really __________. 

a- bad                                  

b- ugly                                     

c- pretty  

5- There are some beautiful __________ in the park. 

a- flowers   

b- trousers          

c- boots 

6- __________ are very popular in the world.  

a- Sweater                        

b- Jeans                                     

c- Hat  

7- He is wearing a __________ on his head because the sun is very hot.  

a- shorts                           

b-  

c- boots  

8- He should wear his __________ because he has a meeting with the 

manager.  

a- suit                              

b- jeans                                      

c- shorts  

9- __________ can keep your eyes safe on sunny days. 
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a- Trousers                       

b- Sunglasses                             

c- Dresses  

10- He always rides his __________ in the afternoon.  

a- plane                         

b- bike                                       

c- sweater   

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

III. Grammar  
1- __________ the man over there?  

a- Whose                               

b- Who’s                            

c- Who  

2- They __________ TV at the moment.  

a- watch                                 

b- watched                         

c- are watching  

3- This book is __________. 

a- my                                     

b- mine                                

c- me  

4- __________ car is blue.  

a- Him                                  

b- He                                     

c- His  

5- __________ book is this?  

a- Whose                            

b- Who’s                                 

c- Who  

6- My sister and I go to the same school. __________ school is very big.  
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a- Us                                  

b- Ours                                     

c- Our  

7- What __________ this evening?  

a- do you do                     

b- are you doing                       

c- you are doing  

8- I __________ out today.  

a- don’t go                          

b- am not going                      

c- have not go  

9- __________ you coming with us to the beach today?  

a- Are                                  

b- Do                                        

c- Did  

10- Mary has a cat. __________ cat is very nice.  

a- She                                

b- Her                                      

c- Hers  

11- My friend                             tennis this afternoon. 

a- are playing                  

b- am playing                   

c- aren’t playing               

d- is playing 

12- Whose book is this? It is                     . 

a- me                      

b- he                         

c- mine                      

d- she 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
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IV. Everyday English  
 

1- Shop assistant: __________ 

     Customer: Yes, please. I'm looking for a shirt to go with my new suit.  

a- How do you do? 

b- Can I help you? 

c- How are you?  

d- Where are you?  

2- Shop assistant: __________ 

     Customer: Medium size, please.   

a- What size would you like to try on? 

b- Where is your jacket? 

c- What's your phone number?  

d- What colour are you looking for? 

3- Customer: __________ 

    Shop assistant: Yes, you can.  

a- Can I pay by credit card? 

b- Do you have a credit card? 

c- Where did you leave your credit card? 

d- Is it a credit card? 

4- Customer: I like that one much better. Can I try it on? 

     Shop assistant: __________ 

a- No, thank you.  

b- Yes, of course. The changing rooms are over there.  

c- No, I'd like to have another one.  

d- OK. I'll take it.   

5- Customer: OK. I'll take the blue one. How much is it?  

    Shop assistant: __________ 

a- I have a lot of things to do. 

b- The machine is over there.  

c- £ 30. 

d- It's 5 o'clock.  
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6- A-Can I                          ? 

    B-A coffee please. 

a- read a book                     

b- help you                    

c- go with you                  

d- try it on 

7- A-                            is this? 

    B-It’s 39.99 € 

a- Can I help you               

b- Is the size ok             

c- How much                 

d- Which colour do you prefer 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 

 Test 19 

Unit 12 (Elementary) 
 

 

 

I. Reading: Read the following passage then answer the questions below 

 

              Clem Quinn was always interested in flying. When he was five, he 

tried to fly by jumping off the garden shed with a golf umbrella, but when he 

grew up he didn’t become a pilot, he became a taxi driver. Then 20 years ago 

he did a parachute jump and loved it. He decided that being a taxi driver in 

London was a lot more dangerous than jumping out of a plane, so he moved to 

the country to learn parachute jumping and sky-diving. He is now a full-time 

teacher of sky-diving. He says:  

                 “I love sky-diving because the world looks so good - blue sky, green 

fields, white clouds. You float through the air, it’s like floating in water. You 

can see forever, all the way to the French coast. The views are fantastic. You 

can forget all your worries. People think it’s dangerous, but it’s safe. Football is 

much more dangerous. Footballers often have accidents. When did you last 

hear of a sky-diving accident? Next July I’m going to do a sky-dive with 100 
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people from six planes. That’s a record. I’m never going to retire. I’m going to 

jump out of planes until I’m an old man.”  

 

Choose the correct answer 

  

1- When Clem Quinn grew up, he became a __________.  

a- taxi driver                       

b- pilot                                   

c- footballer 

2- Now Clem Quinn is a __________. 

a- teacher of sky-diving        

b- passenger                        

c- driver  

3- To Clem Quinn, driving a taxi in London is much more __________ than 

jumping out of a plane. 

a- safer                                   

b- dangerous                           

c- easier  

4- He enjoys sky-diving because the views are __________. 

a- fantastic                             

b- terrible                                 

c- not exciting  

5- When he is floating in the air, he can see __________. 

a- people and cars                 

b- the sky, green fields and white clouds                

c- nothing 

------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

II. Vocabulary 

 
1- Yesterday it rained a lot.  The streets are still __________. 

a- dry                               
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b- snowy                                 

c- wet  

2- There are a lot of clouds in the sky. I think it is going to __________. 

a- be sunny                      

b- rain                                    

c- train 

3- It’s a lovely __________ day. What about going to the beach?  

a- cold                                

b- sunny                              

c- windy  

4- It is very __________ outside. Don’t forget to take your coat.  

a- cold                               

b- hot                                  

c- warm  

5- Don’t drive in __________ weather. You can’t see clearly.  

a- foggy                             

b- warm                               

c- sunny  

6- Take your umbrella. It’s __________ today.  

a- dry                               

b- cool                                  

c- rainy  

7- When it is __________, the weather is very cold.  

a- snowy                          

b- sunny                               

c- funny  

8- It is __________ today. I can’t see the sun.  

a- windy                          

b- cloudy                               

c- sunny  
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9- We can go on a picnic today. It’s __________ and __________. 

a- cold / wet                           

b- sunny / warm                           

c- windy / snowy  

10- Planes stopped flying because it was very __________ yesterday.  

a- sunny                              

b- windy                                         

c- warm  

----------------------------------------------------------------- 

III Grammar  
 

1- She __________ to our house tomorrow.  

a- came                               

b- is coming                          

c- coming  

2- Mary is trying to walk on the wall. She __________ to fall down.  

a- is                                             

b- going                                 

c- is going  

3- She is learning English __________ get a good job.  

a- to                                            

b- of                                       

c- about  

4- I took a taxi __________ on time.   

a- arrived                              

b- to arrive                             

c- for to arrive 

5- Why are you taking your camera?  

     __________ take some photos.  

a- For                                         

b- From                                  
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c- To  

6- __________ to listen to the news?  

a- Do you go                             

b- Are you going                    

c- Can you go 

7- Sarah is going to __________ French next year.  

a- studying                              

b- studies                                

c- study  

8- Zahra and Maggie are going to fly to Paris __________. 

a- yesterday                             

b- tomorrow                            

c- last week  

9- Is she going to meet her friends?  

     Yes, __________. 

a- she will                               

b- she does                              

c- she is  

10- The sky is full of clouds. I think it __________ to rain.  

a- go                                     

b- is going                                  

c- goes   

11- She                         going to be a teacher when she grows up. 

a- are                      

b- was                           

c- is                     

d- am  

12- We‘re going to Italy                      a nice holiday. 

a- to having          

b- for having                
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c- have                   

d- to have 

    ------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

IV. Everyday English  
 

1- A: It's a lovely day! What shall we do? 

    B: __________ 

a- I don't have a book.  

b- How can I go there? 

c- Let's go to the beach. 

d- We are very late.  

2- A: It's a bad day! What shall we do? 

     B: __________ 

a- Let's stay at home and watch a DVD. 

b- It's warm. 

c- I am a student.  

d- Goodbye! See you later.  

3- A: What shall we order for lunch? 

    B: __________ 

a- Saleh is my friend.  

b- The museum is open.  

c- Let's have a pizza.  

d- It's too hot to play tennis. 

4- A: __________ 

    B: OK. I'll get my swimming suit. 

a- Let's watch TV. 

b- Let's go shopping. 

c- Let's go to the beach. 

d- Let's go to the restaurant.  

5- A: __________ 

    B: Which museum do you want to visit? 
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a- Let's go to the museum.  

b- Let's go to the mall. 

c- Let's play a game of chess. 

d- Let's watch TV.  

6- A-the weather is really good.                     go to the beach. 

    B- Good idea. 

a- Shall                   

b- Must                  

c- Let’s              

d- Should 

7- A-it’s raining again what                      we do? 

    B- let’s stay at home and watch TV. 

a- did                       

b- shall                   

c- does               

d- have  

-------------------------------------------------------- 
 

 Test 20 

Unit 13 (Elementary) 
 

Choose the correct answer 

I. Vocabulary  

 

1-Life in big cities is so __________.  

a- interested                        

b- annoying                    

c- excited                      

d- bored  

2-The students were so __________ about their tests results.  

a- tired                            
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b- worried                           

c- interested                    

d- good                    

3-The trip was so __________. It was very long and boring.  

a- caring                      

b- tiring                              

c- interesting                     

d- exciting  

4- Maha is going to Paris next week, she is so __________. 

a- excited                  

b- exciting                          

c- boring                           

d- worried  

5-I'm reading an English book. I like it very much. It is very __________. 

a- interested             

b- interesting                       

c- worrying                      

d- boring 

6- Turn off the TV! The film is very __________ I don't like it. 

a- bored                 

b- interesting                       

c- exciting                        

d- boring 

7- I am very much __________ in my new job. I like it.  

a- bored                 

b- annoyed                           

c- worried                        

d- interested  

8- This problem is really __________ I can't find any solution for it.  

a- interesting              
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b- exciting                       

c- worrying                    

d- caring  

9- I am __________ because I'm going on holiday tomorrow. I feel very 

happy. 

a- worried                  

b- excited                        

c- tired                            

d- bored 

10- The child's behaviour was very __________. He kept touching everything 

and he broke a vase. 

a- annoying              

b- interesting                   

c- tiring                      

d- exciting   

------------------------------------------------------- 

II. Grammar  
 

1- A: __________ 

B: She works in a bank. 

a- What does she like? 

b- When does she work?    

c- Where does she work? 

d- How does she work? 

2- A: __________ 

      B: Maram wakes up early. 

a- When does Maram wake up?  

b- Why does Maram wake up? 

c- Who does Maram wake up? 

d- Where does Maram wake up? 

3- A: __________ do you spend your weekend? 
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    B: In the club. 

a- Why                      

b- When                          

c- Where                         

d- How  

4- A: __________ is your dress? 

    B: It's 100 riyals. 

a- How                     

b- How much                   

c- How many                 

d- What  

5- __________ did you meet your friend? – Yesterday 

a- When                  

b- How                              

c- Where                       

d- Why  

6-Please sit-down __________. Don't make any noise. 

a- well                     

b- quietly                          

c- hard                         

d- beautifully    

7-The boy speaks English __________. 

a- fluent                     

b- fluency                          

c- be fluent                     

d- fluently  

8-Ahmad is a __________ reader.  

a- quickly                

b- quick                            

c- quickness                   

d- not quick  
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9- When you do your homework, you should be __________. 

a- care                  

b- carefully                       

c- careful                        

d- cared  

10- __________ I heard a sound in the living room.  

a- Sudden             

b- Suddenly                    

c- Very sudden               

d- Not sudden  

11- I read                     book. I liked it very much. 

a- a short                    

b- a long                          

c- an interesting                    

d- a boring  

12- Please listen                        to the teacher. 

a- early                     

b- slowly                     

c- hard                             

d- carefully 

-------------------------------------------------------------- 

IV. Everyday English  
 

1- A-How do you want to                         ? 

    B- Cash please. 

a- go                     

b- pay                     

c- drink                        

d- eat 

2- A-Here’s your                      and ticket. 

   B-thank you. 
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a- paper                   

b- change                   

c- train                        

d- car 

 

-------------------------------------------------------- 
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Answer Key 
 

 

Test 1- Unit 1 (Beginner) 
Vocabulary: 

1- If you want to know the meanings of words, 

use a __________. 

 b- dictionary                          

 

2- There is a very nice film on the 

__________tonight.  

c- television                  

 

3- We use a __________ to take photos.  

a- camera   

                      

4- My father drives his __________to work.  

b- car                                     

 

5- We go to the library to read __________ 

a- books                          

 

6- I have a cheese __________ in the morning.  

a- sandwich                    

 

7- We live in a __________near the sea.  

c- house                         

 

8- The __________is ringing.  

b- phone 

                            

9- I go to school by __________. 

d- bus  

 

10- I like playing games on my __________. 

b- computer                

Grammar:  

1- __________a ball.  

c- It's    

 

2- What __________this in English?  

c-'s                               

 

3- I have three __________in my bag.  

b- books                           

 

4- How __________you?  

c- are                         

 

5- This __________Peter.  

b- is                          

 

6- My __________Sarah.  

c- name's                      

 

7- I am Hala. This is __________house.  

c- my 

                           

8- You are Khulud. This is 

__________classroom.  

b- your                  

 

9- I __________a student.  

a- am                      

 

10- __________is John. He is in my class. 

b- This                            
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Test 2- Unit 2 (Beginner) 
Vocabulary 

1- The weather is __________ today. It's very 

cold and I hate it.  

c- awful                         

 

2- This building is __________ I like it very 

much.  

b- fantastic                            

 

3- What a nice looking girl! She is really 

__________ 

b- beautiful                          

 

4- __________ at that car. It's really 

fantastic.  

b- Look                                

 

5- It's raining today. This is __________. I 

won't be able to go out.  

a- awful                             

 

6- My mother usually cooks __________ for 

dinner.  

a- burgers                        

 

7- The room is __________ It's very hot and 

dirty.  

b- awful                                  

 

8- I like your dress. It's really __________. 

b- good                                   

 

9- I can't eat this sandwich. It's __________. 

c- awful                             

 

10- The water tower in Riyadh is __________ . 

It's a nice building.  

c- fantastic                         

Grammar 

1- Where __________ he from?  

a- 's                           

 

2- __________ name is Dina. I'm from Saudi 

Arabia.  

c- My                      

 

3- __________ name is Mona. She's from 

Jordan.  

b- Her                    

 

4- __________ name is Ali. He's from Oman.  

d- His 

 

5- Is __________ name Hala? Are you from 

Qatar?  

b- your               

 

6- When __________ usually at home?  

b- are you                 

 

7- Where __________ from?  

b- are you                  

 

8- How __________? 

b- are you              

 

9- Marwan is 13 years old. __________ is a 

student.  

b- He  

  

10- Heba and Jill are my friends. __________ 

are very nice.  

c- They               
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Test 3- Unit 3 (Beginner) 
Vocabulary 

1- He's a __________ He has a lot of students 

in the classroom.  

b- teacher                             

 

2- Maha is 11 years old. She is a __________.  

c- student                    

 

3- A __________ works in a hospital.  

d- doctor  

 

4- A __________ helps doctors.  

b- nurse                                 

 

5- Ahlam: What's her __________? 

    Amal: She's a teacher.  

d- job  

 

6- Ahmed is a __________ officer.  

b- police    

 

7- A __________ teaches students at school.  

a- teacher                              

 

8- A bus __________ drives a bus.  

d- driver  

 

9- __________ build houses.  

d- Builders 

 

10- He works in a shop. He is a __________. 

b- shop assistant   

Grammar 

1- Where __________ from?  

b- is she        

 

2- When __________ at home?  

b- is he                           

 

3- Where __________ from?  

b- are they                         

 

4- Where __________ from?  

b- is Mona                    

 

5- When __________ usually in the classroom?  

b- are you                          

 

6- Farah is a doctor. She __________ a 

student.  

d- isn't  

 

7- Ali is a teacher. He __________ a doctor.  

d- isn't  

 

8- Lamia is a nurse. She __________ a teacher.  

d- isn't  

 

9- Ahmed and Ali __________ police officers. 

They are businessmen.  

a- aren't                        

10- __________ name is Mona.  

d- Her 

Everyday English 

1- Faisal: __________ 

     Majed: That's OK.  

b- I'm sorry.  

      

2- Tourist: Excuse me! __________ 

     Man: It's over there.  

c- Where is the station?  

 

3- Ali: A coffee, please.  

    Waiter: __________ 

b- That's £ 1.20.    

4- Karima: Have a nice holiday. 

     Huda: __________ 

a- Thank you.  

  

5- Heba: How are you?  

     Sarah: __________ 

b- Fine. And you? 
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Test 4- Unit 4 (Beginner) 
Vocabulary 

1- I have three__________. They are Sara, 

Amal, and Nora.   

c- sisters                 

 

2- My __________took me to school when I 

was six. 

d-parents 

 

3- Ghada is my __________. 

c- daughter                 

 

4- Fatima helps her __________ with his 

homework. 

b-son                                    

 

5- The little __________are playing in the 

garden with their parents. 

c- children                     

 

6- My __________is a doctor. He works in a 

hospital.  

a- father                

 

7- Hana is married to Jamal. Jamal is her 

__________.  

c- husband                   

 

8- Mohammad's __________is Manal. She is a 

teacher. 

b- wife                                   

 

9- My father brought a new game for my 

__________ Majed. He is five years old.  

d- brother 

 

10- I love my __________. She is very caring 

and loving.  

b- mother              

 

11- My brother Omar is married to Sally. 

Sally is his               . 

b. wife                               

 

12- I have two                   . They are seven 

Grammar 

1- Faisal __________married. 

a- is                       

 

2- __________children are Rasha and Talal. 

c- Our 

 

3- __________brother is a doctor. 

a- Adel's               

 

4- My __________is a nurse. Her name is 

Mona.  

c- mother                     

 

5- Rana __________tall. 

b-isn't                                   

 

6- I would like some __________. 

b- sandwiches                  

 

7- Sara has one__________. 

a- child                  

 

8- What's __________address?  

a- your                  

 

9- Ali __________black hair. 

b- has                                    

 

10. That __________is talking to our teacher. 

He is her husband. 

b- man                                  
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and five. 

b. children                         

Everyday English 

1- A: How is your son? 

    B: __________. 

a- He is very well, thank you 

 

2- A: What's your father's job? 

    B: __________.  

c- He is an engineer 

 

3- A: Who is Tariq?  

    B: __________. 

d- He is a student from Egypt 

4- A: How old is Abdullah? 

    B: __________. 

b- He is fifteen years old 

  

5- A: Where is your office? 

    B: __________. 

a- It is in the center of town  

6- A: - Good morning. Can I talk to Mr. 

John, 

            please? 

     B: -                                    . 

        c. Hello. John speaking. 

     

7-A: -                                            . 

    B: -It’s A-L-V-A-R-E-Z  

c. How do you spell your surname? 

 

 

Test 5- Unit 5 (Beginner) 
Reading 

1- Colin Brodie is from __________. 

b- Dundee in Scotland   

 

2- He lives in __________. 

c- London                   

 

3- How many languages does Colin speak?   

a- Two                              

4- Which sentence is TRUE? 

b- He is a waiter and a student.      

 

5- Which Sentence is NOT TRUE? 

a-Colin lives with his family 

  

Vocabulary 

1- The __________ people are very friendly.  

b- Japanese                           

 

2- What language do they speak in Mexico?  

a- Spanish    

                      

3- He is __________.  

b- Turkish                                

 

4- __________ is a country in Europe.  

a- Germany                       

 

Grammar 

1- Heba and Dalia __________ coffee.  

b- don't like                    

 

2- What __________ at weekends?  

b- do they do                   

 

3- It's __________. 

a- an Italian handbag               

 

4- Students usually __________ before exams.  

c- study  
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5- It's an __________ dictionary.  

b- English                               

 

6- People who live in France are __________. 

c- French  

 

7- Do you like __________ tea?    

a- Moroccan   

                    

8- Those people wear Thobes and Ghoutras. I 

think they are from__________. 

b- Saudi Arabia                    

 

9- People in the United States of America speak 

__________. 

b- English                             

 

10- People in Oman speak __________. 

a- Arabic                             

11- My friend is from Mexico. She speaks             

. 

d. Spanish 

 

12- I don’t like                      food. 

a. Italian                                 

 

 

5- These __________ good books.  

c- are  

 

6- I like wearing __________ 

a- blue jeans                            

 

7- What kind of food is it?  

a- It's Russian food                  

 

8- I have __________ apple and __________ 

banana.  

c- an / a  

 

9- When __________ to school?  

b- does your friend come       

              

10- I don't __________ tea.  

b- drink     

Everyday English:  

 

1- A: - How much is the burger?               

£ 2.90 

    B: - …………………………………. 

        c. It’s two pounds ninety 

     

2- A: - How old is your father? 

     B: -……………………………………. 

c. He’s fifty years old 
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Test 6- Unit 6 (Beginner) 
Vocabulary 

1- Hammed has to get up __________ because 

his work starts at 8:00 in the morning.  

a- early                               

 

2- Heba sometimes __________ TV in the 

evening.  

c- watches  

 

3- Mother always __________ lunch for the 

family.  

b- cooks                             

 

4- Ahmed usually has a __________ before he 

goes to work in the morning.  

a-  shower                            

 

5- My father often __________ the news on 

the radio before he goes to work. 

b- listens to                         

 

6- I usually __________ shopping at weekends.  

b- go                                   

 

7- Hind always plays __________ with her 

friend.  

b- chess                              

 

8- I always __________ coffee in my office at 

1:00.  

b- drink                      

 

9- When Gina feels tired, she usually 

__________ at home.  

c- stays 

 

10- English people usually __________ tea at 5 

o'clock.  

b- drink  

 

11- My mother always goes            at the 

weekends. 

b. shopping 

 

12- I usually get up             I never get up 

Grammar 

1- Where __________ at 7 everyday?  

b- does he usually go                  

 

2- What time __________? 

c- is it  

 

3- He __________ work at 8 o'clock.  

a- always finishes                       

 

4- He __________ plays football because he 

doesn't like it.  

b- never                                       

 

5- Sarah __________ her grandmother at 

weekends.  

c- visits  

 

6- Fathers and mothers __________ their 

children to the mall on holidays.  

b- often take                                

 

7- Do you watch basketball games on TV?  

     No, I __________. 

a- don’t                                     

 

8- When __________ return home?  

c- do they usually  

 

9- Samia __________ her homework, so the 

teacher is always angry with her.  

b- doesn't do 

 

10- __________ Marwan work in a company?  

c- Does              
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late. 

b. early 
                                 

Everyday English 

1- Ahmed: __________ 

     Ali: Tuesday 

c- What day is it today? 

      

2- Mrs. Nabila: __________ 

     Student: D-I-C-T-I-O-N-A-R-Y 

b- How do you spell "dictionary"? 

  

3- Jill: How are you today? 

     Mary: __________ 

a- Fine. And you? 

4- Maha: __________ 

     Mona: Yes, I do.  

b- Do you have coffee in the morning? 

      

5- Nahla: How often do you eat in restaurants? 

    Dina: __________ 

c- Every  weekend. 

 

6- A: -                                     . 

    B: - Every weekend 

a. How often do you visit your 

grandparents? 

 

7- A: - When do you usually go swimming? 

    B: -                                                .  

b. On Thursday afternoon. 
 

 

 

Test 7- Unit 7 (Beginner) 
Vocabulary 

1- I bought __________ watch. It costs £1500.   

b- an expensive                  

 

2-The weather is not good. It is too 

__________. 

a- hot                                  

 

3- Rome has __________ buildings. They were 

built over 500 years ago. 

b- old                                   

 

4- 2 + 2 = 4. This is __________. 

c- right                             

 

5- Sara lives in a __________ house. It has 16 

rooms, 6 bathrooms, and 2 large swimming pools. 

d- big 

 

6- Manar has __________ bag. She bought it 

Grammar 

1- Where __________ she live? 

c- does                             

 

2- How many languages __________ you speak? 

d- do  

 

3- I don't__________ milk. 

d- drink 

 

4- These __________ my cats.   

a- are                      

 

5- I love __________ apple in my plate. It is 

delicious.  

a- these                  

 

6- __________ live in Canada. 

c- I                               
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on sale for only £ 10. 

a- a cheap                         

 

7- I can't drink this coffee. It is 

very__________. 

b- cold                                 

 

8- You are __________ .25 is not 15. It is 10. 

d- wrong 

 

9- My grandfather is 50 years old, but he 

doesn't have __________ hair.  

c- white                             

 

10- My sister has beautiful __________ hair.  

b- black     

 

11- Peter’s computer is very                      . 

b. expensive 

 

12- I hate Indian food. It’s                           

. 

c. horrible 
                             

7- __________ do you do in your free time?  

b- What                                              

 

8- A: __________ do you want to learn English? 

    B: Because it is an international language.  

b- Why                                              

 

9- "Look over there! __________ house is 

beautiful." 

a- That                  

 

10- __________ money do you have? 

c- How much                    

Everyday English 

1- A: Can I have a cup of coffee, please? 

    B: __________ 

a- Sure, with milk? 

 

2- A: Can you bring me a glass of orange juice? 

    B: __________ 

b- Here you are. 

 

3- A: What do you have for breakfast?  

    B: __________ 

a- Toast and coffee. 

4- A: Where does your father work? 

    B: __________ 

c- In a bank. 

 

5- A: How much is this T-shirt? 

    B: __________ 

d- £40. 

 

6- A: - Can I have a coffee with milk, 

please? 

    B: -                                               . 

c. Sure, anything to eat? 

 

7- A: -                                                .  

     B: - Of course. The changing rooms are 

just 

             here. 

a. Can I try on this jacket, please? 
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Test 8- Unit 8 (Beginner) 
Reading 

1- Vancouver is a city in __________.  

c- Canada           

 

2- The weather in Vancouver is warm and sunny 

in __________.                                        b- 

summer                    

 

3-__________ is America’s biggest park. 

a-Stanley park                         

 

4- In Vancouver, there are different types of 

restaurants, __________. 

c- French, Italian, Japanese, Indian, Thai, 

and Chinese 

 

5- Which statement is TRUE?  

d. The first biggest Chinatown in north 

America is San Francisco. 

 

6- Which statement is NOT TRUE. 

d. In Vancouver the ferry is not a good way 

to see the city. 

 

7- A night in Fairmont hotel costs  

__________. 

a- $400                       

 

8- The word cosmopolitan in the text means: 

"From 

b- different nationalities. 

 

9- __________ is a good way to see the city of 

Vancouver. 

c- The ferry                    

 

10- The word "it" in the last line of the passage 

refers to: 

d- The ferry. 

Vocabulary 

1- In the  __________ people can sit together 

and watch TV. 

a- living room           

 

2-  In the living room, there are many books on 

the  __________. 

a- shelves                          

 

3.  People have lunch or dinner in the  

__________ or in the kitchen. 

b. dining room                   

 

4. The computer is on the  __________.  

c- table     

 

5. The  __________ and the sofa are in the 

living room. 

b- armchair        

 

6. The shower is in the  __________. 

c- bathroom                        

 

7. In the kitchen, there is a  __________ , a 

table and a cooker.  

a- fridge    

 

8. My sister reads a lot of  __________ in her 

free time. 

d- magazines 

 

9. The  __________ player is next to the 

stereo. 

c- DVD   

 

10. She has a nice  __________ in her bedroom. 

d- lamp 

 

Grammar 

1- There __________ a television in her room. 

b- isn’t     

 

2- They need __________ cheese to prepare a 

cake 

Everyday English 

1- Tourist: How do I get to the bus station?  

     Man: __________ 

     b- Go straight along then turn left. The 

bus station is on your right.  
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a- some   

 

3- A. Would you like to drink __________ tea 

with me? 

     B- Yes, please. 

b- some                    

 

4-__________ CDs on your bookshelf? 

d- Are there 

 

5- Which question is CORRECT? 

d- Is there enough chocolate for all the 

children? 

 

6- In his bedroom, __________ aren’t many 

books. 

b- there 

 

7- Are there students in class today? 

d- Yes, there are. 

 

8- The cat is sleeping __________ the bed not 

on the bed. 

a- on 

 

9- Maria always puts her keys__________ her 

bag. 

a- in  

 

10- Which sentence is correct? 

a- They aren’t any pens in his bag. 

11- Is there a sofa in the living room? 

      c-Yes, there is. 

       

12- Are there any pictures on the wall? 

c-Yes, there are some. 

 

 

2- Tourist: Excuse me! __________ 

     Man: Yes, there is. It's over there. 

     a- Is there a supermarket near here? 

   

3- Ahmed: __________ 

     Ali: At the Internet café.  

     c- Where can we meet today? 

      

4- Sarah: Is the bank far?  

     Noura: __________ 

    b- About ten minutes wail.  

 

5- Rasha: __________ 

    Marwa: It's next to the bank.  

    d- Where is the post office?  

 

6- Where is the supermarket, please? 

d-It is on the right next at the 

museum. 

 

7- Where can I find the library, please? 

a-Go straight on the road. 
 

 

 

Test 9- Unit 9 (Beginner) 
Vocabulary 

1- We __________ lunch at three o’clock. 

b- have                    

Grammar 

1- Yesterday my brother __________ at home, 

he was in the cinema. 
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2- They __________ their homework before 

going to  

      bed. 

a-do    

 

3- Every Thursday, she __________ shopping 

with her friend. 

c- goes   

 

4- We went camping, and we __________ great 

time there. 

d- had 

 

5- A- Do you __________ breakfast in the 

morning? 

    B- Yes, I do. 

c- have   

 

6- Last week, Asmaa __________ her 

homework. 

a-didn’t do   

 

7- Ahmad __________ on holiday last week. 

d- go 

 

8- When the weather is good, we usually 

__________ for a walk in the mountain. 

c- go    

 

9. My mother always __________ the 

housework. 

d- does 

 

10- Last year, all the family __________ a good 

time in Dubai. 

d- had 

a- wasn't                  

 

2- When __________ your brother born? 

b- was    

 

3- "Was she at work yesterday?" 

d. "Yes, she was." 

 

4- Yesterday, they__________ at home. They 

watched  

     TV.  

c- were             

 

5- Her brother __________ an expensive car 

last week. 

d- bought 

 

6- Yesterday, Sarah and her friend 

__________ shopping together. 

c- went  

 

7- The weather yesterday __________ very 

hot. 

c- was    

 

8- Which sentence is CORRECT? 

a. They weren’t happy last week. 

 

9- My father __________   home late 

yesterday. 

a- came            

 

10- Her mother __________ a very delicious 

cake last week. 

a- made 

 

11- My father                    born in 1942. 

b- was                            

 

12- Yesterday my sister                         a 

shower before going out. 

b- had                        

Everyday English 

1- Dina: __________ 

     Mona: It's on the third of April. 

b- When's your date of birth? 

4- Sarah: __________ 

     Hana: October. 

c- In which month is were you born? 
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2- Sarah: When were you born?  

     Heba: __________ 

a- I was born in 1998.  

 

3- Maha: My birthday is in September.  

     Jill: __________ 

c- So is my mine! 

 

5- Fay: When were you born?  

    Huda: __________ 

A-On the ninth of August, 1999. 

     

 

 

Test 10- Unit 11 (Beginner) 
Reading 

1- The United States of Defense started the 

Internet because they wanted __________. 

     b- a computer network to help the 

American military.  

      

2- In the 1980s telephone companies made it 

possible to __________in many more countries.  

    a- communicate on the computer network  

     

3- The Internet began in the__________ 

c- 1960s  

 

4- You can __________on the Internet.  

c- buy and sell clothes and cars 

 

5- Who worked on the Internet in the 1970s?  

a- Scientists                         

Vocabulary 

1- My grandfather is 85 years old. He is an 

________ man. 

 a- old                      

 

2- The red car is cheap, but the white car is 

__________ 

b- expensive                         

 

3- London is a __________city.  

b- modern   

                           

4- This book is really __________I think you 

should read it.  

c- interesting  

 

5- Motor racing is a __________sport.  

c- dangerous  

 

6- I like eating __________bread.  

b- fresh                                  

 

7- They don't have time to watch TV. They are 

always __________. 

 b- busy                                  

 

8- Mother usually cooks __________meals. 

b- delicious                            

     

9- I like jokes. They are very __________. 

c- funny  

 

10- I like __________movies.  

b- exciting                              

Grammar Everyday English 
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1- He __________English.  

    a- can speak  

                       

2- He can't run fast. He __________. 

b- runs slowly            

 

3- He bought __________. 

b- an expensive car                

 

4- Some people __________work for long 

hours.  

b- cannot                           

 

5- Dina can __________stories.  

c- write  

 

6- Amel speaks English __________. 

a- fluently                         

 

7- Hani is very good at playing football. He 

__________well.  

b- can play                              

 

8- __________you play volley ball? Yes, I can.  

b- Can                                     

 

9- Mona Zaki is __________. 

b- a film star 

 

10- This car goes very __________. 

a- fast    

 

11- My brother lives in France. He               

speak  

    French very well. He has a lot of French 

friends. 

c- can                        

 

12- Tom plays football                        . He 

always 

      scores goals. 

 a-very well                                   

1- Majed: Can you tell me the time, please?  

     Man: __________ 

 b- It's about three thirty.  

 

2- Man: Can I have a bottle of water, please?  

    Waiter: __________ 

a- Yes, of course. Here you are. 

 

3- Ahmed: __________ 

     Ali: Sorry. I can't. I have an exam next 

Saturday. 

c- Can you come to my picnic? 

      

4- Shop assistant: __________ 

     Young girl: Yes, please. I want to buy this 

postcard.  

a- Can I help you?  

 

5- Hammad: Can I give you a lift?  

    Faisal: __________ 

b- Oh, yes please! That's so kind of you! 

 

6- A-                         I’m late. 

    B- it’s ok. 

b-I’m so sorry. 

 

7- A-Excuse me! Can you help me ? I’m                        

.    B-where do you want to go? 

c-lost. 
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Test 11- Unit 2 (Elementary) 
Reading 

1- Who wrote the email?  

b- Fahad                  

 

2- What is Fahad? He is  

c- a student                  

 

3- Where do the students in the class come 

from? They come from __________. 

b- different countries  

      

4- Martin is __________. 

d- a teacher  

 

5- Fahad lives with __________. 

b- two American boys 

      

6- What are Bobby and Matt like? They are 

__________. 

a- friendly                     

 

7- How is the weather in New York? It's 

__________. 

b- very cold                           

 

8- The underlined pronoun  "He" in paragraph 2 

refers to __________. 

b- Bobby                        

 

9- Which sentence is TRUE?  

d- The class of Fahad has ten students.  

 

10- Which sentence is NOT TRUE?  

c- The subway is very expensive.  

Vocabulary 

1- The sister of my father is my __________. 

c- aunt     

                   

2- The mother of my father is my __________. 

a- grandmother       

 

3- Jamal's married to Sarah. Sarah is Jamal's 

__________. 

d- wife  

 

4- Ahmed is Mona's __________. Ahmed and 

Mona were married three years ago.  

c- husband                   

 

5- Fatima is married. She has three 

__________and three __________She takes 

care of all her children.  

 a- sons / daughters                  

 

6- In winter it is usually cold, but in summer it's 

always __________. 

b- hot                             

 

7- My car is cheap, but your car is __________. 

c- expensive               

 

8- The most famous meal in England is 

__________. 

a- fish and chips              

 

9- I go to the Italian restaurant to eat 

__________. 

b- pizza 

                                  

10- Mobile phones are __________but the 

telephone is old.  

d- new  

Grammar 

1- My __________ name is Arwa.  

c- teacher's                       

 

2- My grandmother __________ sixty five 

years old.   

b- is                                   

Everyday English 

1- Ali: __________ 

    Waiter: Fifteen riyals.  

c- How much is the burger sandwich?                                   

 

2- Sameh: __________ 

    Waiter: Here you are. Anything else? 
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3- The students and the teacher __________ 

in the classroom.  

b- are                                 

 

4- What __________ your phone number?  

a-'s                            

 

5- They __________ students. They are 

doctors.  

a- aren't                  

 

6- Ahmed: Are you a policeman?  

     Saleh: Yes__________. 

a- I am                     

 

7- How old __________ Maha and Mona?  

a- is                          

 

8- Her __________ car is new.  

c- father's                       

 

9- It's the __________ dress.  

a- girl's                    

 

10- Teacher : __________ From Dubai.?  

       Students: No, we are not.  

d- Are you  

b- Can I have a cup of coffee, please?  

     

3- Waiter: __________ 

     Ahmed: Yeah. Can I have a cup of tea 

,please?  

a- Can I help you?                                                          

 

4- Mohammed: How much is the orange juice?  

     Waiter: __________ 

a- It's ten riyals                                                              

 

5- Saad: __________ 

     Waiter: Here you are.  

c- Can I have a burger and a cup of coffee, 

please?           

 

 

Test 12- Unit 3 (Elementary) 
Reading 

1- How many jobs does Seumas have? He has 

__________.  

c- twelve                            

 

2- What do Seumas and Margaret have? They 

have __________. 

b- a small shop and a hotel    

      

3- When does Seumas get up in the morning? He 

gets up at __________. 

c- 6.00                            

 

4- What does Seumas do at 9.30? He 

__________. 

Vocabulary 

1- A chef __________ in a restaurant.  

c- cooks meals  

 

2- A nurse __________ in hospital.  

b- looks after sick people                 

 

3- My brother is an __________ .He translates 

languages.  

b- interpreter                     

 

4- Mark is a __________ .He delivers letters 

to all houses in the city.  

c- postman                          
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a- collects the post                                  

 

5- Where does Seumas work? He works 

__________. 

b- at the island's petrol station 

      

6- What does Margaret like doing? She likes 

__________. 

b- being busy   

      

7- What don't Seumas and Margaret like doing? 

They don't like __________. 

b- watching TV 

      

8- The underlined pronoun  "it" in paragraph 

three refers to __________. 

c- the post                        

 

9- Which sentence is TRUE? 

c- Seumas is sixty years old.  

      

10- Which sentence is NOT TRUE? 

a- Seumas is a doctor.  

  

5- A pilot __________. 

d- flies planes 

 

6- Fadel: What do you do?  

    Ali: I am __________. I sell things.  

c- shop assistant                     

 

7- Fahad is a journalist. He __________. 

a- writes for a newspaper                             

 

8- He is a petrol attendant. He __________ 

petrol.  

    b- serves                         

 

9- An accountant __________ money.  

    b- looks after                  

 

10- Jack is a good architect. He __________ 

buildings.  

d- designs    

Grammar 

1- She __________ from Jeddah.  

b- comes                       

 

2- Peter __________ a waiter at a restaurant.  

b- is                               

 

3- Dina __________ like skiing in winter.  

c- doesn’t                        

 

4- __________ he a doctor?  

d- Is  

 

5- What __________ his address?  

a- is                                   

 

6- __________ Mona live in Jeddah?  

b- Does                        

 

7- Marwan __________ English and Arabic.  

c- speaks                         

 

8- Salem __________ married.  

Everyday English 

1- Ahmed: __________ 

    Karim: It's five o'clock.  

b- What time is it now?  

 

2- It's __________ three o'clock.  

b- about                           

 

3- Tourist: __________ 

     Hassan: Yes, of course. It's six o'clock.  

 a- Excuse me. Can you tell me the time, 

please?  

      

 

4- It's __________. 

a- twenty five past five  

   

5- Rabab: What time does the lesson start? 

    Heba: __________. 

b- At eight                           
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b- isn't                            

 

9- Where __________ Samira work?  

c- does                            

 

10- It __________ at 11.00.  

d- closes 

 

 

Test 13- Unit 4 (Elementary) 
Reading 

1- What do people in North America call 

autumn? They call it __________.  

b- fall                        

 

2- What are January and February in Portugal 

like? They are often __________. 

c- cold, wet, and grey                           

 

3- Where does Manuela usually meet her 

friends?                 

c- In restaurants and coffee shops                

 

4-  __________ loves Brazilian food.  

a- Manuela                        

 

5- Manuela loves  __________. 

d- summer  

 

6- Where is Hamad from? He's from  

__________. 

c- Bahrain                        

 

7- What does Hamad like doing?  

a- Diving and taking underwater photographs 

 

8-  The pronoun "he" in paragraph 3 refers to  

__________. 

b- Jamal                          

 

9- Which statement is TRUE?  

b- Hamad works for Gulf Pearls.  

      

10- Which statement is NOT TRUE?  

a- Al Wheeler plays golf and rugby.   

Vocabulary 

1- I like going  __________ at weekends. I 

usually go to Aziz Mall and buy a lot of nice 

things. 

c- shopping                        

 

2- My younger brother enjoys playing 

__________ in his bedroom. 

a- computer games                          

 

3- We always watch  __________ in the living 

room.  

a- TV                                    

 

4- I like  __________ delicious dishes for my 

family.  

b- cooking                                

 

5- I don't have a camera to take  __________. 

c- photographs                  

 

6- Let's meet in the Italian  __________ and 

have pizza and pasta.  

c- restaurant                   

 

7- Why don't we go on a  __________ ? The 

weather is very nice today.  

a- picnic                            

 

8-  __________ is a very useful sport. It keeps 

our bodies healthy and strong.  

b- Swimming                      

 

9- He went to the  __________ to do some 

exercise.  

b- gym                                           
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10- I like  __________ in a boat especially when 

the sea is calm.  

a- sailing           

              

Grammar 

1- They  __________ their grandfather and 

grandmother on Fridays.  

b- visit                           

 

2- Jill goes to the market  __________ the 

morning.  

c- in                                

 

3- He likes  __________ basketball in his free 

time.  

b- playing                     

 

4- She  __________ come late.  

c- doesn't                  

 

5-  __________ Sara and Maha speak English?  

a- Do                                  

 

6- I  __________ in the living room.  

c- always watch TV                                         

  

7- Dina gets up  __________ 8:00.  

c- at                         

 

8- Where  __________ he live?  

b- does   

                     

9- Karima  __________ her children with their 

homework.  

c- helps                       

 

10- Jill meets her friend Carol  __________ 

Wednesday evenings.  

b- on                               

Everyday English 

1- Ahmed: __________ The traffic is bad.  

       Teacher: Don't worry. Come and sit down. 

We're on page 25.  

c- I'm sorry I'm late. 

         

2- Old woman: __________ Can you tell me how 

to go to the nearest  market?  

     Young man: Of course. Go straight along and 

then turn left. The market is on the right.  

b- Excuse me.  

 

3- Jill: It's very hot in here. Can I open the 

window?  

    Maha: __________ 

d- Yes, of course. I feel hot, too.  

 

4- Saleh: __________ 

     Waiter: Black or white.  

a- Can I have a coffee, please?  

 

 

Test 14- Unit 7 (Elementary) 
Reading 1 

1- How many years are there between the first 

flight and the first landing on the moon?  

Reading 2 

1- Apollo 11 started its journey to the moon 

__________. 
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a- Sixty years                

 

2- Louis Bleroit made his first flight in a time 

when people think it was __________. 

c- impossible                                

 

3- Bleroit didn't want to come down in the 

Channel because__________. 

b- he couldn't swim  

 

4- Bleroit's first flight was from __________. 

b- France to England           

 

5- The most dangerous part of his flight was 

when __________. 

c- he couldn't see the land, only the sky and 

the sea.                         

 

6- During the flight the machine__________. 

c- flew beautifully                

 

7- Bleroit's first flight was considered 

__________. 

b- the start of modern aviation 

 

8- The underlined pronoun "I" refers to 

__________. 

a- Louis Bleroit                                                  

 

9- Which statement is TRUE? 

a- Louis Bleroit was an engineer.  

 

10- Which statement is NOT TRUE?  

c- Bleroit flew over New York. 

c- from Florida 

 

2- How many times did Apollo 11 circle the 

moon?  

c- Thirty times                 

 

3- There were __________ on Apollo 11.  

a- three astronauts           

 

4- __________ landed on a part of the moon.  

b- The lunar module         

 

5- Landing on the moon was __________. 

b- a giant leap for mankind                 

     

6- What did Armstrong and Aldrin do on the 

moon?  

c- They collected samples and set up 

scientific equipment   

          

7- The astronauts reached the moon in 

__________. 

c- The lunar module                    

 

8- The underlined word "they" refers to 

__________. 

     c- the three astronauts           

 

9- Which statement is TRUE?  

a- The flight of Apollo 11 to the moon was 

the beginning of man's exploration of space.  

       

10- Which statement is NOT TRUE? 

 c- When the lunar module landed on the 

moon, the astronauts slept for a day. 

Vocabulary 

1- Ahmed can __________ the guitar.  

c- play  

 

2- I wash my clothes in  __________. 

a- a washing machine                 

 

3- He is a doctor and he __________ a lot of 

money.  

b- earns                        

 

4- Maher always __________ his car to the 

Grammar 

1- She __________ French when she was 12.    

b- studied                 

 

2- We __________ a new car last month.      

a- bought                            

 

3- I will come to visit you __________ 6 

o'clock __________ Monday.  

a- at / on                         

 

4- He invited me to dinner __________.  
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supermarket to buy his food.  

c- drives  

 

5- I sometimes meet my friend at the 

__________. 

b- bus stop                    

 

6- Hala always sends her friend a __________ 

on her birthday.  

a- birthday card             

 

7- When Saleh was young, he travelled 

__________ 

b- the world                     

 

8- __________ is full of vitamin C.  

b- Orange juice                       

 

9-  __________ TV or __________ the radio 

to know what is happening in the world.  

 c- Watch / listen to  

 

10- I went to the railway __________ to take 

the train to Paris.  

c- station      

 

11- Doctors                      a lot of money. 

b. earn                        

 

12- My mother bought a new                   

yesterday. Clothes are very clean when they 

come out of it. 

c. washing machine 
           

b- last week                    

 

5- James __________ born on May 24, 1990.  

c- was  

 

6- Where __________ last summer? 

b- did you go                

 

7- I __________ her last week.  

a- didn't see                  

 

8- Sarah __________ a new handbag 

yesterday.  

b- bought                        

 

9- My parents lived in Abha when they 

__________ married.  

c- got  

 

10- __________ he work as a teacher when he 

was young?   

b- Did    

 

Everyday English:  

 

1-A: - Excuse me! Can I have the bill, please? 

    B: -                                        . 

b. Yes sir. I’ll bring it to you. 

 

2-A: - This new dress is for you. 

   B: -                                           

. 

c. That’s so kind. Thank you. 

   
                             

 

 

Test 15- Unit 8 (Elementary) 
Reading 

1- The first jeans were made in 

__________.  

b- 1873                                

 

2- Davis wanted to make strong  

__________ for workmen.  

Vocabulary 

1- My dress isn’t cheap. It’s  __________ It 

costs 500 riyals.  

b- expensive                                

 

2- Living abroad is  __________ I like it very 

much.  
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b- trousers                               

 

3- In 1928, Baird produced the first  

__________. 

a- color TV pictures            
 

4- Felix Hofman was a  __________. 

c- chemist  

 

5- When was aspirin the best-selling 

painkiller in the world?  

b- By 1950                               

 

a- exciting                           

 

3- This armchair is very  __________ I like 

sitting on it. 

c- comfortable  

 

4- After the  __________ of the plane, all the 

passengers went to take their suitcases.  

b- arrival                                       

 

5- English is an  __________ language. It’s 

spoken all over the world.  

c- important  

 

6- Be  __________ when you drive at night.  

a- careful                          

 

7- I like my mother’s dishes. They are  

__________. 

c- delicious 

 

8- You can get a lot of __________ through the 

Internet.  

b- information                                 

  

9- The weather is usually hot in  __________. 

a- summer                     

 

10- My daughter is 16. She is a  __________. 

c- teenager 

 

11- People get a lot of                      from the 

Internet. 

b. information                   

 

12- Paris is                         for its Eiffel 

Tower.   

c. famous                     
 

Grammar 

1- When  __________ you last use the 

computer?  

c- did  

 

Everyday English 

1- A: This is a present for you Leila. 

    B: __________. 

b- Thank you. This is so kind of you. 
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2- They saw their friends two weeks  

__________. 

a- ago                                   

 

3- Dina and Wafaa didn’t  __________ to 

school yesterday.  

c- go  

 

4-  __________ you watch the programme 

last night? 

b- Did                                  

 

5- He always reads some books  

__________ weekends.  

a- at                                    

6- Maha usually goes to school  __________ 

8 o’clock.  

c- at  

 

7- Mother  __________ any cakes 

yesterday evening.  

c- didn’t make  

 

8- He was born  __________ 1999.  

c- in  

 

9- He  __________ at home last Sunday. 

b-wasn’t                                 

 

10- Who  __________ last night at the 

party?  

c- did you meet 

2-A: I have a terrible headache! 

   B:  __________? 

b- Do you want some aspirin 

 

3-A __________ please? 

   B- I’ll bring it to you . 

b-Can I have the bill  

 

4-A:Bye! Have a nice trip! 

   B: __________. 

c-Thanks 

 

5-A:Have a nice weekend Maha. 

   B: __________. 

c- Same to you  

 

6- A: -                                    . 

     B: - 3rd of April, 1995 

a. When were you born? 

 

7-A: - What’s the first month of the year? 

   B: -                                        . 

c. January  
 

 

 

 

 

Test 16- Unit 9 (Elementary) 
Reading 

1- In the south of China, they eat __________.  

a- rice                                                     

 

2- People eat a lot of herrings in  __________. 

b- Scandinavia                         

 

3- In  __________ there is only one course.  

c- China  

Vocabulary 

1-  __________ are fruit.  

b- Apples                           

 

2-  __________ are made from meat.  

a- Burgers                              

 

3-  __________ and __________ are 

vegetables.  
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4- People use their fingers to eat in  

__________. 

b- India and the Middle East                

 

5- We get rice from  __________. 

c- India and the USA 

b- Peas / carrots                  

 

4-  __________ is an Italian food. 

b- Spaghetti                        

 

5- Drink  __________ It’s good for your 

health.  

b- mineral water                     

 

6-  I like bananas very much. They are my  

__________ fruit.  

a- favourite                        

 

7-Indian food can be very hot and spicy.  There 

are a lot of  __________ in the food. 

b- chili   

                          

8- He always has  __________ for breakfast. 

They are full of calcium and protein.  

a- eggs and cheese              

 

9- Mother cooks  __________ meals. All the 

family likes them.  

b- delicious                        

 

10- A dish of green salad has a lot of  

__________. 

b- vegetables 

 

11- Chocolate cake is my favorite                       

. 

b. dessert 

 

12-                              is an Italian food? 

c. Pizza 
                  

Grammar 

1- How  __________ apples are there on the 

table?     

b- many                             

 

2- How  __________ water do you drink 

everyday?   

b- much                             

 

3- I  __________ a cup of tea, please.    

 Everyday English 

1- A: Could you pass the salt, please? 

     B: __________ 

c- Yes, of course. Here you are. 

      

2- A: Could I have a glass of water, please? 

    B: __________ 

a- Yes, of course. Here you are.  

 

3- A: __________ 
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a- would like           

 

4- There is  __________ onion on the table.  

c- an 

 

5- Is there  __________ coffee?   

b- any    

6- Do you drink  __________ milk in the 

morning?  

a- any                                 

 

7- Jomana  __________ watching TV in the 

evening.   

c-likes 

 

8- I want to buy  __________ furniture for my 

bedroom.  

b- some                               

 

9- I am going to buy  __________ bread, 

__________ bottle of cola, and  __________ 

kilo of tomatoes.  

a- some / a / a       

                 

10- I don’t eat  __________ sandwiches in the 

evening.  

c- any                                

     B: Yes, of course. Here you are. 

 b- Could you get me some tea, please? 

     

4- A: __________ 

     B: Black, no sugar, please. 

c- How would you like your coffee? 

      

5- A: Can I have a cheese sandwich, please? 

     B: __________ 

a- Yes, of course. Here you are.  

 

6-A:-                                             . 

    B: - How much do you want? 

c. Could you lend me some money, 

please? 

 

7-A: - Would you like some bread? 

    B: -                                                . 

a. Yes please, a small piece. 
 

 

 

 

 

Test 17- Unit 10 (Elementary) 

Reading 

Reading 1 

1- Tokyo is known to be __________. 

b- the largest and one of the most exciting 

cities in the world. 

 

2- In Tokyo, people have __________. 

a- the highest salaries              

 

3- Old buildings are not many because of 

__________. 

c- 1923 earthquake and the Second World 

War                  

 

Vocabulary 

1- There are many trees on the river 

__________. 

b- bank                            

 

2- Workers work in __________. 

a- factories                  

 

3- A __________ is higher than a hill.  

b- mountain                    

 

4- I go to the __________ to watch plays.  

b- theatre                        
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4- The underlined pronoun "it" refers to 

__________. 

c- Tokyo                

 

5- Which statement is TRUE?  

c- People live a dangerous life in Tokyo. 

 

6- Which statement is NOT TRUE?  

a- The famous cherry blossom is on the trees 

in Tokyo in summer.  

 

Reading 2 

1- Mumbai is a city in __________. 

d- India  

 

2- The old name of Mumbai was __________. 

b- Bombay                  

 

3- What industry is growing in Mumbai?  

b- IT                            

 

4- The underlined pronoun "it" refers to 

__________. 

a- the weather   

          

5- Which statement is TRUE?  

a- The city Mumbai was named after a Hindu 

goddess Mumba Devi.  

 

6- Which statement is NOT TRUE? 

d- Mumbai is the most important commercial 

city in India.  

 

Reading 3 

1- Mexico City was named Tenochtitlan by 

__________. 

b- the Aztecs                      

 

2- What is strange about the modern skyscraper 

in Mexico City?  

c- It survived a major earthquake.              

 

3- The underlined pronoun "It" refers to 

__________. 

b- Mexico City                   

 

4- Which statement is TRUE?  

5- Farmers work in the __________. 

b- field                             

 

6- Doctors work in __________. 

a- hospitals                

 

7- A __________ is smaller than a city.  

a- village                 

 

8- Children go to __________ to learn.  

b- school                           

 

9-  You can see a lot of ships in the 

__________. 

c- port  

 

10- Our house is the tallest __________ in the 

town.  

b- building                    
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c- The Aztecs built Mexico City.  

      

5- Which statement is NOT TRUE? 

a- Mexico City is surrounded by water.  

Grammar 

1- Have you got a car?  

     Yes, I __________. 

b- have                       

 

2- I __________ a computer.  

b- have got                 

 

3- Maya is __________ than Muneera.  

c- more beautiful  

 

4- Yesterday was __________ than today.  

b- colder                        

 

5- The whale is __________ animal in the 

world.  

a- bigger                  

 

6- __________ she got any work to do?  

c- Has  

 

7- Miss Smith is __________ lady in the 

company.  

c- the most intelligent 

 

8- Selah __________ any sisters.  

a- hasn’t got                               

 

9- Maggie is __________ than Mervat.  

a- funnier                                   

 

10- __________ she have any books?  

b- Does    

 

11- Sara is……………..than her brother. 

c- older               

 

12- London is …………………………than Jeddah. 

c- more expensive              
                             

Everyday English 

1- Young boy: How can I go to Park Road?  

     Man: __________ 

c- Go along Main Road then turn right.  

       

2- A: Where is the hospital?  

    B: __________ 

a- It's over there.  

 

3- A: __________ 

    B: Ten minutes.  

b- How long does it take to go to the nearest 

bus-stop? 

    

4- A: Where is the nearest pharmacy?  

    B: __________ 

b- Go along Tree Road then turn right.  

    

5- A: Where is the café? 

    B: __________ 

c- It's over there.  

 

6- A-How can I go to the school please? 

    B- Drive along Park Road and                

right. 

   b- turn                 

 

7- A-where’s the bus station please? 

    B- Go under the bridge and                              

the 

         bank. 

c- past                      
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Test 18- Unit 11 (Elementary) 
Reading 

1- Ray Kroc was a __________.  

 a- businessman                             

 

2- The restaurant offered  __________. 

a- four things                              

 

3- Mr. Kroc paid the two brothers because he 

wanted to __________. 

a- use their name and their idea  

    

4- Mr. Kroc started his first McDonald’s in  

__________. 

b- 1955                               

 

6- Mc Donald’s restaurants are very  

__________ all over the world.  

a- popular                      

Vocabulary 

1- That man is very __________. 

b- handsome                         

 

2- Samir puts on his __________ when he plays 

basketball.   

b- trainers                             

 

3- It’s very cold today. Take your __________ 

when going out. 

a- coat                                  

 

4- She is very good-looking. She is really 

__________. 

c- pretty  

 

5- There are some beautiful __________ in the 

park. 

a- flowers   

 

6- __________ is very popular in the world.  

b- Jeans                                     

 

7- He is wearing a __________ on his head 

because the sun is very hot.  

b- hat                                         

 

8- He should wear his __________ because he 

has a meeting with the manager.  

a- suit                              

 

9- __________ can keep your eyes safe on 

sunny days. 

b- Sunglasses                             

 

10- He always rides his __________ in the 

afternoon.  

b- bike                                       

Grammar 

1-  __________ the man over there?  

b- Who’s                            

 

2- They  __________ TV at the moment.  

Everyday English 

1- Shop assistant: __________ 

    Customer: Yes, please. I'm looking for a shirt 

to go with my new suit.  

b- Can I help you? 
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c- are watching  

 

3- This book is  __________. 

b- mine                                

 

4-  __________ car is blue.  

c- His  

 

5-  __________ book is this?  

a- Whose                            

 

6- My sister and I go to the same school. 

__________ school is very near.  

c- Our  

 

7- What  __________ this evening?  

b- are you doing                       

 

8- I  __________ out today.  

b- am not going                      

 

9-  __________ you coming with us to the 

beach today?  

a- Are                                  

 

10- Mary has a cat. __________ cat is very 

nice.  

b- Her    

 

11- My friend                             tennis this 

      afternoon. 

d- is playing 

 

12- Whose book is this? It is                     . 

c-  mine                      
                                   

      

2- Shop assistant: __________ 

     Customer: Medium size, please.   

a- What size would you like to try on? 

      

3- Customer: __________ 

    Shop assistant: Yes, you can.  

a- Can I pay by credit card? 

     

4- Customer: I like that one much better. Can I 

try it on? 

     Shop assistant: __________ 

b- Yes, of course. The changing rooms are 

over there.  

     

5- Customer: OK. I'll take the blue one. How 

much is it?  

    Shop assistant: __________ 

c- £ 30.    

 

6- A-Can I                          ? 

    B-A coffee please. 

b- help you                    

 

7- A-                            is this? 

    B-It’s 39.99 € 

c- How much                  

 

 

Test 19- Unit 12 (Elementary) 
Reading 

1- When Clem Quinn grew up, he became 

__________.  

a- taxi driver    

                    

2- Now Clem Quinn is a  __________. 

a- teacher of sky-diving        

Vocabulary 

1- Yesterday it rained a lot.  The streets are 

still __________. 

c- wet  

 

2- There are a lot of clouds in the sky. I think it 

is going to __________. 
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3- To Clem Quinn, driving a taxi in London is 

much more  __________ than jumping out of a 

plane. 

b- dangerous                           

 

4- He enjoys sky-diving because the views are  

__________. 

     a- fantastic                             

 

5- When he is floating in the air, he can see 

__________. 

b- the sky, green fields and white clouds                

b- rain                                    

 

3- It’s a lovely __________ day. What about 

going to the beach?  

b- sunny                              

 

4- It is very __________ outside. Don’t forget 

to take your coat.  

a- cold                               

 

5- Don’t drive in __________ weather. You 

can’t see clearly.  

a- foggy                            

 

6- Take your umbrella. It’s __________ today.  

c- rainy  

 

7- When it is __________ ,the weather is very 

cold.  

a- snowy                          

 

8- It is __________ today. I can’t see the sun.  

b- cloudy                               

 

9- We can go on a picnic today. It’s 

__________ and __________. 

b- sunny / warm                           

 

10- Planes stopped flying because it was very 

__________ yesterday.  

b- windy       

 

11- She                         going to be a teacher 

when  

     she grows up. 

c- is                     

 

12- We‘re going to Italy                      a nice 

       holiday. 

d- to have 
                                   

Grammar 

1- She __________ to our house tomorrow.  

b- is coming                          

 

2- Mary is trying to walk on the wall. She 

 Everyday English 

1- A: It's a lovely day! What shall we do? 

    B: __________. 

c- Let's go to the beach. 
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__________ to fall down.  

c- is going  

 

3- She is learning English __________ get a 

good job.  

a- to                                            

 

4- I took a taxi __________ on time.   

b- to arrive                             

 

5- Why are you taking your camera?  

     __________ take some photos.  

c- To  

6- __________ to listen to the news?  

b- Are you going                    

 

7- Sarah is going to __________ French next 

year.  

c- study  

 

8- Zahra and Maggie are going to fly to Paris 

__________. 

b- tomorrow                            

 

9- Is she going to meet her friends?  

     Yes, __________. 

a- she will                               

 

10- The sky is full of clouds. I think it 

__________ to rain.  

b- is going                                

2- A: It's a bad day! What shall we do? 

     B: __________. 

a- Let's stay at home and watch a DVD. 

 

3- A: What shall we order for lunch? 

    B: __________. 

c- Let's have a pizza.  

     

4- A: __________. 

    B: OK. I'll get my swimming suit. 

c- Let's go to the beach. 

     

5- A: __________. 

    B: Which museum do you want to visit? 

a- Let's go to the museum.   

 

6- A-the weather is really good.                     

go to 

    the beach. 

    B- Good idea. 

c- Let’s              

 

7- A-it’s raining again what                      we 

do? 

    B- let’s stay at home and watch TV. 

b- shall                   
 

 

 

Test 20- Unit 13 (Elementary) 
Vocabulary 

1-Life in big cities is so __________.  

b- annoying                    

 

2-The students were so  __________ about 

their tests results.  

b- worried                                       

       

 

3-The trip was so  __________ It was very 

long and boring.  

b- tiring                              

 

Grammar 

1- A: __________ 

    B: She works in a bank. 

c-Where does she work? 
    

 

2- A: __________ 

      B: Maram wakes up early. 

a- When does Maram wake up?  

    

3- A: __________ do you spend your weekend? 

    B: In the club. 

c- Where                         
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4- Maha is going to Paris next week, she is so 

__________. 

a- excited                  

     

5-I'm reading an English book. I like it very 

much. It is very  __________. 

b- interesting                       

  

6- Turn off the TV! The film is very  

__________ I don't like it. 

d- boring 

 

7- I am very much  __________ in my new job. 

I like it.  

d- interested  

 

8- This problem is really  __________ I can't 

find any solution for it.  

c- worrying                    

 

9- I am  __________ because I'm going on 

holiday tomorrow. I feel very happy. 

b- excited                        

 

10- The child's behavior was very  

__________. He kept touching everything and 

he broke a vase. 

a- annoying              

 

4-  __________ is your dress?-  It's 100 riyals. 

b- How much                   

 

5-  __________ did you meet your friend? – 

Yesterday 

a- When                  

 

6-Please sit-down __________. Don't make a 

noise. 

b– quietly                          

    

7-The boy speaks English  __________. 

d– fluently  

 

8-Ahmad is a  __________ reader.  

b- quick                            

 

9- When you do your homework, you should be  

__________. 

c- careful                       

 

10-  __________ I heard a sound in the living 

room.  

b- Suddenly 

 

11- I read a/ an                     book. I liked it a 

lot.  

c- interesting                    

 

12- Please listen                        to the 

teacher. 

d- carefully 

 

Everyday English:  

 

1- A-How do you want to                         ? 

    B- Cash please. 

b- pay                     

 

2- A-Here’s your                      and ticket. 

   B-thank you. 

b- change         
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